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Abstract
Scientific workflows exist in many different domains and for many different computing
platforms. As these systems have proliferated, they have also become increasingly complex
and harder to maintain. Furthermore, these systems often exist as self-sufficient islands of
capability that can be over-specialized and locked into a specific domain. Some commonality
exists and three major workflow types are readily apparent in (i) modeling and simulation,
(ii) high-throughput data analysis, and (iii) optimization. A far more detailed understanding
of different workflow types is required to determine how large, interdisciplinary workflows
that span the types and multiple computing facilities can be created and executed. This work
presents a new model of scientific workflows that attempts to create such an understanding
with a formal, machine-readable ontology that can be used to answer design questions
about interoperability for workflows that need to be executed across distributed workflow
management systems.

Example instances are presented for simple workflows that do

not require decision making, more complicated workflows that can split decision making
between external agents and internal state transitions in finite state machines, and purely
conceptual workflows that represent notional if not exactly executable workflows purely for
communicating ideas. Finally, a perspective on interoperability for workflow systems is
presented in the context of the ontology.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Many civilizations tell an origin story for the diversity of human language. The common
thread in different versions of this story is that humanity originally spoke a single language
and united together to build a tower so tall it could reach heaven. Some versions say the
builders used blocks of a common size, while others say the builders used timbers of a common
length. The end is the same in most versions: When God learns of the tower, he punishes
the builders by confusing them and then spreads them across the world. The tower is left
unfinished, heaven is left untouched, and the builders are left speaking different languages.
Through an amount of research effort roughly equal to the work required to build a tower
that can reach heaven, modern linguistics has demonstrated the low likelihood of an original,
single human language. However, the insights gained about the nature of language, human
anatomy, learning, and neuroscience from this effort were very valuable in their own right
because of what they enabled or revealed in other research efforts.
As complex as human language may be, computer science may represent the ultimate
test of our ability to study diverse ecosystems with new languages and tools under constant,
continuous development. Language and tool diversity is a benefit to computing because each
new language or tool is designed purposely to solve a new problem, or to solve an old problem
in a new way. This allows for the entire technology stack to be layered, optimized, and
deployed in ways specifically designed to exploit favorable conditions in complex systems.
Case in point, older programming languages such as Fortran and COBOL did not lose
popularity because of divine intervention. They lost popularity because of economic forces
1

that drove the development and adoption of more portable and expressive system languages,
such as C. Fortran and COBOL are still used in places where they make sense, including highperformance computing and finance, but better tools are used where Fortran and COBOL
are less than optimal.
One important class of programming languages and tools includes those that can be
combined with data to streamline and, in many cases, automate the execution of tasks and
processes. The major advantage of these tools is that they make previously cumbersome
activities repeatable and highly efficient. This class solves workflow problems and is especially
noteworthy because of the poorly understood panoply of tools found in this space.

1.1

Specific Contributions

This work examines workflow problems and associated technology under two assumptions
that can be seen in parallel with broader computing ecosystems. Specifically, it assumes
that (i) there are no preferred universal languages or tools and (ii) lack of standardization
in software solutions is common because it is beneficial. Based on these assumptions, this
work shows that
• the workflow technology space is well covered by different types of systems,
• an ontological treatment can be used to create a classification scheme for workflows,
and
• this scheme can be used for next-generation challenges such as system interoperability
and decision-making.
This chapter provides a thorough introduction of the workflow problem space as well
as some philosophical background to prepare the reader. Chapter 2 introduces the Eclipse
Integrated Computational Environment (Eclipse ICE), which acted as the primary model and
served as a starting point for much of the ontological and technical work. Chapter 3 reviews
ontologies and associated tools, while Chapter 4 presents an ontological model relevant to
workflows, including multiple examples of its application. Interoperability viewed through an

2

ontological lens is discussed 5. Chapter 5 also details a new model for data management and
provenance capture for scientific workflows that embodies the principles shared herein. A
final summary and discussion of the value of and opportunities for future work are presented
in chapter 6.
Content sources
The content in this document is largely based on separately published papers that were
collected, expanded, and edited for the purposes of better supporting the argumentative
stance of a dissertation and meeting the formatting requirements.

The introductory

text in this chapter is largely based on work published previously in the Open Source
Supercomputing Workshop [33]. The content of Chapter 2 was adapted from a manuscript
in the journal Software X [30]. The data management system in Chapter 5 includes work
presented as an invited talk at the First International Workshop on Practical Reproducible
Evaluation of Computer Systems, with additional content on new work and the Basic Artifact
Tracking System (BATS), which is in production use. Additional content has been adapted
from slides presented at international conferences and workshops, and committee meetings.
The ontological and classification work presented in Chapters 3 and 5 is completely
new, and at time of this writing has not been published in manuscript form in workshop,
conference, or journal publications. However, the full source of the ontologies and code has
been made available on GitHub.com in the Eclipse ICE repository [29].

1.2

Workflows

Suppose for a moment there is an interesting activity that would benefit from automation,
which is known because the activity exhibits the following properties:
• The goal of the activity is known and desirable.
• The tasks to achieve the goal and complete the activity are also known and,
furthermore, are highly repetitive even in cases where decisions must be made to
continue.
3

• The results of achieving this goal can be consumed or processed in standard ways.
Neither magic nor clairvoyance are required.
This example may be recognized by many as a description—but not a definition—
of a workflow.

Experts from many backgrounds can easily think of activities that fit

this description and even systems that automate the activity. However, each expert will
probably also imagine a different workflow: A businessperson might imagine the workflow
for processing payments; a medical professional might imagine updating medical charts and
records; and scientists might imagine performing an analysis with modeling and simulation
software, analyzing a large amount of data, or quantifying uncertainty. Within the scientific
community this has led to a rather predictable situation: Everyone has a different definition
of workflow and has created his or her own systems for managing and processing workflows.
This leads to some practical consequences for scientific workflows.

In spite of the

similarities in high-level abstractions and higher-order concepts, extremely specialized
software solutions have been developed and communities have formed to process scientific
workflows. These differences hold across scientific problems, with each generally providing
some level of service that was not or perhaps is not available in a regular programming
language, system library, or problem-solving workbench.

These systems have accreted

workflow management capabilities over time that have effectively resulted in the creation
of large, monolithic software stacks that cannot communicate among each other, require a
large amount of expertise to use, often put high demands on back-end systems either by
design or through assumptions, and are often too specialized to jump between workflow
execution for data analysis and modeling and simulation.
Recent developments suggest that this situation is not ideal and could be of significant
cost to maintain in the future. The continued scalability, sophistication, and maintainability
of large, monolithic systems is called into question as scientific problems become more complex, functionality moves from libraries to operating systems, and open source development
continues to rise as the dominant means of collaborating on software. Software complexity, in
particular, often makes it impossible for development on large systems to scale to the required
level because the accretion of new capabilities means managing larger pools of people and a
larger development effort. One obvious alternative with some degree of historical precedence
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in the field is to develop common building blocks that provide common services used to both
define and execute workflows. The astute reader may ask “Why has this alternative failed in
the past?” The answer to that question lies in the very nature of workflow science’s diverse
ecosystem.

1.3

The Diversity of Workflow Models

One of the most challenging aspects of studying workflows is the way the vocabulary has
been unintentionally overloaded. It is easier to understand workflows by starting from a
historical perspective.
The use and study of workflows and the initial implementation of workflow management
systems (i.e., systems that manage one or more activities related to workflows), and
especially workflow execution, was developed in the business world to address the need to
automate business processes. Ludäscher et al. ascribe the origins of workflows and workflow
management systems to “office automation” trends in the 1970s [51]. Van Der Aalst argues
that “workflows” arose from the needs of businesses not only to execute tasks but also “to
manage the flow of work through the organization,” and managing workflows is the natural
evolution from the monolithic applications of the 1960s to applications that rely on external
functionality in the 1990s [74]. By 1995, in the presence of many workflow tools, the Workflow
Management Coalition had developed a “standard” definition of workflows [46]:
A workflow is the automation of a business process, in whole or part, during which
documents, information or tasks are passed from one participant (a resource;
human or machine) to another for action, according to a set of procedural rules.
In the early 2000s, workflow systems started finding use in scientific contexts where
process automation was required for scientific uses instead of traditional business uses. At
the time, the focus of scientific workflows also shifted to emphasize data processing and
managing heterogeneous infrastructure for large “grids” of networked services [77]. Yu and
Buyya define a workflow as
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. . . a collection of tasks that are processed on distributed resources in a welldefined order to accomplish a specific goal.
This latter definition is important because of what is missing: the human element. For
many in the grid/eScience workflows community, this has become the standard definition of
a workflow and the involvement of humans results not in a single workflow but in multiple
workflows spanned by a human. Machines or instruments are absent from the definition
as well, but in practice many modern grid workflows are launched automatically when data
“comes off” of instruments because they remain the primary source of data in grid workflows
(cf. [57]).
In addition to grid workflows, the scientific community started exploring “modeling and
simulation workflows,” which focus not on data flow but on the orchestration of activities
related to modeling and simulation, sometimes on small local computers, but often on the
largest of the world’s leadership-class supercomputers. Unlike grid workflows, they tend to
require human interaction in one way or another. Some of these workflows are defined in the
context of a particular way of working, such as the Automation, Data, Environment, and
Sharing model of Pizzi et al. [69], the Design-to-Analysis model of Clay et al. [37], or the
model of Billings et al. [30].
Additional types of workflows in the scientific community include workflows that process
ensembles of calculations for uncertainty quantification, verification and validation, or
probabilistic risk assessment [60] and workflows used for testing software. These workflows
share the property that they are all running a very large set of coordinated jobs that provide
value only when run together. However, they differ because testing workflows typically run
each test as an independent task, whereas the other workflows may or may not change
the tasks that are executed based on the intermediate state of the entire ensemble. These
workflows require a large cluster or possibly a supercomputer in extreme cases.
Many scientific workflows have been hard-coded into dedicated environments—not
general-purpose workflow management systems—that serve as point solutions developed for
the sole purpose of that single well-defined workflow, or at most a few workflows, to meet the
needs of a single community. This leads to an important defining characteristic for workflow
management systems versus point solutions: Workflow management systems are extensible
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through a public application programming interface (API) or other method, and extension
does not, in general, require the intervention of the original author. Embedding workflows
into point solutions may be the best solution in many cases, but the distinction between point
solutions and full workflow management systems is important because it clearly demonstrates
that some parties prefer to focus on rapidly creating new or modifying old workflows, whereas
others may be interested only in executing well-defined, very stable workflows.
Finally, an important class of scientific workflows is the set of “conceptual workflows”
that broadly define activities based on the policies of a given community. These are common
in large collaborations such as the Community Earth System Model [52]. These workflows
describe a series of activities that contain both human- and computer-controlled tasks and
look like business workflows. However, depending on the author, the level of detail tends
to oscillate between very high and very low, as does the degree of abstraction. These
workflows are important because they are often referred to in the same discussions as the
other types of workflows described previously. This illustrates the important fact that not all
scientific workflows are machine executable, and it may be impossible to automate them in
a workflow management system, even one that is very good at defining abstract workflows.
It also demonstrates the difficulties that can arise in a discussion about workflows because
of ambiguity in the definition.

1.3.1

Taxonomies and Classification

Several efforts have been made to classify, survey, or develop taxonomies for workflows and
workflow management systems, and these efforts are significant in large part because they
represent a collective call for developing higher-order concepts in the space. Yu and Buyya
present an exceptional taxonomy for grid workflows. Several other efforts provide highly
useful vocabularies and analyses as well.
Yu and Buyya developed a taxonomy for workflow management systems on grids that
sought to capture the architectural style and identify comparison criteria [77]. Their work is
notable because it largely avoids a discussion of workflows per se and focuses purely on the
functional properties of the workflow management systems as they exist on the grids. Their
work also shows how 13 common grid workflow management systems, including Pegasus and
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Kepler, fit into the taxonomy. Like other authors, Yu and Buyya cite the lack of standardized
workflow syntax and language as sources of interoperability issues.
Scientific workflow management systems have flourished since their inception, although
not without significant overlap and duplication of effort. The survey of scientific workflow
management systems by Barker and Hemert illustrates both growth and growing pains but
also provides important observations and recommendations on the topic [24].
Barker and Hemert also provide key insights into the history of workflow management
systems as an essential part of business automation. The authors make an noteworthy
comparison between traditional business workflow management systems and their scientific
counterparts, citing in particular that traditional business workflow tools employ the wrong
abstraction for scientists. They define workflows using the “standard” definition from the
Workflow Management Coalition (cf. §1.3).
The discussion points that Barker and Hemert raise are significant because of their
continuing importance and relevance today, particularly the need to enable programmability
through standard languages instead of custom proprietary languages. Sticking to standards
is crucial and is perhaps illustrated best by Barker’s and Hemert’s statement:
If software development and tool support terminates on one proprietary framework, workflows will need to be re-implemented from scratch.
This point is meaningful even for workflow tools that do not use proprietary standards
but develop their own solutions. What can be done to support those tools and reproduce
those workflows once support for continued development ends?
Montoya et al. discuss workflow needs for the Alliance for Application Performance at
Extreme Scale (APEX) [63] and describe three main classes of workflows: simulation science,
uncertainty quantification, and high-throughput computing (HTC) [60]. HTC workflows
start with the collection of data from experiments that is in turn transported to large compute
facilities for processing. Many grid workflows are HTC workflows, but not all HTC workflows
are grid workflows since some HTC workflows—such as those presented by Montoya et al.—
can be run on large resources that are not traditionally “grid machines.” When Montoya et al.
describe scientific workflows, they are refering to the modeling and simulation workflows
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described previously. Montoya et al. also provide a detailed mapping of each workflow type
to optimal hardware resources for the APEX program.
The US Department of Energy (DOE) sponsored the DOE NGNS/CS Scientific Workflows Workshop on April 20–21, 2015. In the report, Deelman et al. describe the requirements
and research directions for scientific workflows for the exascale environment [39][40]. The
report describes scientific workflows primarily by three application types: simulations,
instruments, and collaborations.

The findings of the workshop are comprehensive and

encouraging, with recommendations for research priorities in application requirements,
hardware systems, system software, workflow management system design and execution,
programming and usability, provenance capture, validation, and workflow science.
The definitions of a workflow and workflow management systems are thoroughly explored
and put into context for the purposes of the workshop. The authors of the report are very
careful to define workflows not just as a collection of managed processes, which is common,
but in such a way that it is clear that reproducibility, mobility, and some degree of generality
are required by both the description of the workflow and the management system. (n.b. The
report appears to provide three separate definitions for “workflow” on pages 6, 9, and 10.)
Atkinson et al. [50] discuss how to make in silico experiments more manageable by
modeling them as workflows and how to use a workflow management system to organize
their execution. They attribute the four primary challenge of workflow execution to (i)
the complexity and diversity of applications; (ii) the diversity of analysis goals; (iii) the
heterogeneity of computing platforms, and (iv) the volume and distribution of data. They
also propose a taxonomy of workflow management system characteristics.
Ferreira da Silva et al. attempt to characterize workflow management systems in [41]. The
authors reduce key properties of workflow systems into four incongruent areas: (i) design,
(ii) execution and monitoring, (iii) reusability, and (iv) collaboration. These properties are
essential considerations for most software with limited specificity for workflow management
systems. Furthermore, there is general conflation between classification and taxonomy and
significant incoherence between entries in equivalence classes. Most significantly, it fluctuates
somewhat chaotically between discussing workflows and workflow management systems
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without linking workflow properties to the successful design and properties of workflow
systems.

1.4

Experience of a Leadership Computing Facility

1.4.1

Proliferation and Common Functionality

Problems with the increase in the number of existing workflow management systems
have been illustrated well by reports and discussions surrounding the future of workflow
management in leadership computing facilities. The proliferation of workflow management
systems and lack of a consistent definition of a workflow are significant barriers to the
adoption of this technology in these facilities. The High Performance Computing Facility
Operational Assessment 2015: Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility (OLCF) report [24]
describes the problem such facilities face:
These discussions concluded with the observation that the current proliferation
of workflow systems in response to perceived domain-specific needs of scientific
workflows makes it difficult to choose a site-wide operational workflow manager,
particularly for leadership-class machines.

However, there are opportunities

where facilities can centralize workflow technology offerings to reduce anticipated
fragmentation. This is especially true if a facility attempts to develop, deploy,
and operate each and every workflow solution requested by the user community.
Through these evaluations, the OLCF seeks to identify interesting intersections
that are of the most value to OLCF stakeholders.
OLCF’s strategy is notable because it makes a very practical observation that the problem
of proliferation can be solved by consolidation of common functionality. This is typical of
an operational perspective where deployment of capability is more important than in-depth
investigation and research into how that capability functions.
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1.5

Challenges of Workflow Management Systems

The review of different workflow models and management systems in §1.3 illustrates the
diversity of solutions, the lack of a coherent understanding of workflows per se, and the
absence of a coordinated search for higher-level concepts in spite of very good past efforts.
That is, there is no standard model that describes what a workflow is, the common elements
of workflow management systems, or the description of how the pieces of such a system
interact to execute a workflow. Furthermore, there are few examples of interoperability
among existing systems in spite of significant community pressure and calls for cross-system
workflow execution. Poor or nonexistent interoperability is almost certainly a consequence
of the “Wild West” state of the field.
The state of the field does not mean that there is little or no common functionality
between workflow management systems in different domains. Many sources in the literature,
including several cited previously, indicate that the contrary is in fact true: There is
significant duplication and commonality in this space. The overlap in these technologies
is rarely discussed on its own merits, but instead it is commonly used to create large tables
comparing different systems, as in [41]. This creates a scenario where more effort is spent
discussing how something is accomplished versus the arguably more important question of
what must be accomplished.
Expanding on the concept of what must be accomplished, some primary application
(workflow) needs include (i) lowering the development burden (increasing productivity);
(ii) extensibility; (iii) transporting an application workflow to another resource, platform,
or workflow system; and (iv) providing a conceptual framework or basis to decide which
tools are suitable or optimal for a given workflow. Similarly, beyond having clarity on the
functional and performance capabilities of a workflow system, the primary needs of users
and developers of workflow systems include (i) lowering the need to develop components, (ii)
determining which components to use and reuse, (iii) minimal perturbation and refactoring
when extending or generalizing the functionality or use cases supported by a workflow system,
(iv) and providing constant performance across different use-case scenarios and scales.
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It is worth noting that workflow systems are rarely developed to extract (enhance)
performance. They are more about coordinating different functionality without loss of
performance. High-performance and scalability is not often a first-order concern of general
workflow systems; it could however, be a first-order concern of specialized workflow systems
or specific components (e.g, a pilot-system that is responsible for scalable and efficient task
launching and management).
A healthy balance of what versus how is important, but the discussion of how particular
problems are solved in workflow science has overtaken the discussion of what must be
accomplished, creating two severe problems:
• A “proliferation” of tools that largely solve the same problem in the same way, but with
separate, competing implementations primarily delineated along domain, as opposed
to technological, boundaries.
• A general lack of interoperability and, therefore, inability to address larger scientific
problems using hybrid combined workflows, multi-facility workflow campaigns, or
heterogeneous hardware without significant reimplementation.
These two problems are closely related: Tooling proliferation might not be a problem,
given sufficient resources, in the absence of calls for interoperability between systems, and
interoperability might not be an issue if there were not so many existing systems. However,
some of the most important aspects of these problems remain separable and should be
examined as such.

1.5.1

Common Building Blocks

The two problems just detailed are side effects of the relentless march of progress. The
traditional approach for building workflow systems has been to build as much of the required
capability as possible into the system itself, relying very little on external services or even
third-party code to address pressing issues in one or more domains. However, history has
shown that important high-level functionality slowly moves down the software stack and
continues into kernels, kernel services, and system libraries. Is it better at that point to
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use an existing system that requires significant time and resources to learn or to develop
yet another workflow management system with common tools, implementing only the gaps
instead? The community has arguably chosen both!
Contemporary workflows are no longer confined to “big science” projects, which leads
to diverse design features and thus makes it unlikely that one model will be universally
applicable. The ability to prototype, test, and experiment with workflows at scale suggests a
need for interfaces and middleware services that enable the rapid development of resources.
The challenge is to provide these capabilities along with considerations of usability and
extensibility.
Jha and Turilli discuss this trend as it relates to workflows from a cyber-infrastructure
perspective and to existing large-scale scientific workflow efforts [49]. They propose that,
although historically successful, monolithic workflow systems present many problems for
users, developers, and maintainers. Instead, they propose that a new “Lego-style” approach
might work better where individual building blocks of capability are assembled into the final
workflow management system, subsystem, or product.
More formally, a building block is a collection of functionality commonly identified across
existing workflow systems that behaves like a logically and uniformly addressable service.
Table 1.1 lists six common types of functionality that are readily observed in workflow
management systems (although others may exist as well). Reusable building blocks would
greatly improve both interoperability and sustainability because they would standardize,
to some degree, the programming interfaces and backends used by workflow management
systems.
In practice, it could be that numerous de facto “common” building blocks already
exist because they may form the basis of the most sophisticated workflow management
systems already in existence. Furthermore, because building blocks would naturally enable
interoperability, it is quite conceivable that a workflow that now executes on one system only
may execute on many systems in the future with little or no modification.
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Table 1.1: Functionality commonly identified in workflow management systems.
Functionality
Data and metadata management

Description
Management of data, metadata, and
general file input and output activities
whether for internal tracking or external
user consumption.
The primary actor that manages execution
of activities as provided by the workflow
description.
Acquisition and management of resources,
whether computing or instrumentation,
required for successful execution of the
workflow.
Primary subsystem for managing
individual activities, tasks, or
“subworkflows” using resources provided
by the task management system. This
system is sometimes, but neither often nor
exclusively, part of the workflow execution
engine.
System for tracking execution history;
sources; and destinations of ingested and
generated artifacts, and execution
metadata, including status, general
logging, and provenance-based inference
tools.
A nonfunctional element of most workflow
management systems that is critical to
successful deployment and maintenance of
the full system as well as use as a tool for
creating and executing workflows.

Workflow execution engine

Resource management and acquisition

Task management

Provenance engine

API
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1.6

Summary

The previous sections illustrate the complexity and diversity of workflow technologies.
Having amassed such data on the topic, it is tempting to develop a new or adopt an existing
definition of “workflow” and “workflow system.” However, settling on a single, simple
definition has not worked well in the past for a wide enough cross section of the community
to meet future needs as workflows begin to integrate experimental, computational, and
analytical processes at larger scales. Even more rigorous methods that attempt to create
relevant taxonomies are restricted to a single community, such as grid workflows in the case
of Yu and Buyya.
It is highly desirable to develop a deeper understanding of the similarities and differences
between workflows and related systems for several reasons. First, unnecessary duplication
can be avoided and gaining a greater understanding should help with decision-making and
resource allocation. Second, a deeper understanding may make it possible to do new,
highly desirable things with workflow management systems. Finally, such understanding
may reveal new ways to improve or use related technologies including data management,
machine learning, and artificial intelligence.
Ontologies are efficient tools for gaining such an understanding as they can formally
catalog all of the different properties relevant to gaining knowledge in a given topical area.
This can be done in both human and machine readable ways. The following chapters provide
just such an analysis. However, before turning to ontological considerations, and in an effort
to better understand the origins of the questions at the core of this thesis, it is important to
look at an interesting and somewhat unique workflow management system: Eclipse ICE.
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Chapter 2
The Eclipse Integrated Computational
Environment
The previous chapter described two assumptions about workflow management systems: 1)
there are no preferred universal languages or tools and 2) a lack of standardization in
software solutions is common because it is beneficial. Further, that chapter also asserts
that an ontological approach could be used to develop a map of workflow management
systems. Those assumptions and the idea of a scientific workflow ontology arose from nearly
a decade of research into the topic as part of the effort to develop workflow tools for highperformance modeling and simulation applications. One key realization during this work
was that the system under development could aggregate and share other workflow engines
relatively easily and without significant changes to the code base [35]. This suggested that
it was possible to develop a more general, possibly common understanding of workflows
and workflow management systems. That system, the Eclipse Integrated Computational
Environment, is discussed in detail below to introduce concepts that will be necessary in the
development of a scientific workflow ontology in later chapters.

2.1

Motivation and Significance

In previous work, Billings et al. interviewed modeling and simulation subject matter experts
to compile a list of requirements for implementing and using these kinds of applications. In
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the process, they discovered that many of the difficulties inherent in using high-performance
modeling and simulation software fall into five distinct categories [32]. These activities,
detailed in Section 2.1.1, include (i) creating input, (ii) executing jobs, (iii) analyzing results,
(iv) managing data, and (v) modifying code. There are many tools that address these
problems individually, but the same research found that the excess number and specialization
of these tools also contribute to the learning curve.
Previous efforts to address these five issues have resulted in general-purpose scientific
workflow tools like Kepler [51] or myopic tools that satisfy only a single set of requirements
for a single piece of software or a single platform. These are opposite extremes, but a middleof-the-road solution is also possible. A workflow engine could be developed that limits its
scope to high-performance computing (HPC) and to the set of possible workflows associated
with the five previously mentioned activities. With only minor additional development, a
rich application programming interface (API) could be exposed so that highly customized
solutions could still be made based on this limited workflow engine.
It is not clear which, if any, of these solutions is better than the others, and practical
requirements will ultimately dictate the path of a project’s progress. This chapter considers
a middle ground solution and presents the Eclipse Integrated Computational Environment
(ICE) as proof that it is possible to create such a system. Specifically, the work described
here shows that
• modeling and simulation activities can be described in a succinct workflow model (see
§2.1.1),
• an architecture for such a workflow system can satisfy the model of workflows in an
extensible way (see §2.2.1), and
• such a system is applicable to a suite of problems in energy science, including virtual
battery simulations and additive manufacturing, among others (see §2.3).
This section concludes with an introduction to the ICE workflow model. Section 2.2
details the software from an architectural perspective, and Section 2.3 provides a set of
comprehensive examples. A presentation of the impact is included in Section 2.4, and details
on obtaining sample code are provided in Section 2.5.
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2.1.1

Workflow Model

ICE’s workflow model is based on making it easier for scientists to create input, launch
jobs, analyze results, manage data, and modify code. Many scientists would most likely
find these activities difficult for all codes with which they lack experience, whereas with
their own codes—or those with which they are most familiar—these tasks may be so simple
that they are taken for granted. Any particular combination of these activities across one
or more scientific software package or code results in a unique workflow. Such a workflow
is normally, but not always, requested by a human user and orchestrated by a workflow
management system.
The most obvious workflow for any individual simulation code or collection of codes is to
string the activities together, where the user’s workflow is to create the input, launch the job,
perform some analysis, and manage the data—possibly modifying the code in the process.
However, there are many other combinations, including re-running jobs with conditions or
modifications or analyzing someone else’s data.1
Creating input is the process of describing the physical model or state of a system that
will be simulated. This could include creating an input file(s) or making calls to an external
process to configure a running program. In most situations, a computational scientist will
modify existing input or create new input from a template. “Input” generally includes
run time parameters for the simulation framework (e.g., tolerances); configuration options
(e.g., data locations, output locations, module configurations); properties of the materials
to be simulated; and a discretization of the simulation space (e.g., mesh, grid, particle
distribution). The collection of all required input can be quite large and can go by many
names, including “input set,” “input package,” “problem,” or, simply, “input.” Often, the
set of input files will be described in a “main” input file that acts as a kind of manifest to
describe—and provide links to—all necessary information for a given problem.
In this work, it should be assumed—unless otherwise noted—that “input” refers to the
entire set of input, not to a single file.
1

The author has identified many unique combinations that define workflow “classes.” When possible,
every effort is made to give the classes colloquial names such as “The Re-Run” or “The Graduate Student.”
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Executing jobs, or “running the workflow” in this context, is the process of performing
calculations using a simulation code or framework based on known variables from the input.
These are typically run locally for small jobs or for development. Large simulations, on the
other hand, typically require a large amount of hardware resources. These resources are
usually off-site (i.e., physically unavailable to the user) and are accessed remotely through
Secure Shell (SSH) connections or similar protocols. Remote execution requires moving the
input in advance of the execution and copying or moving the output to the user’s machine.
In many cases, though, the output is too large to move to the user’s local machine.
Local and remote jobs are often monitored to ascertain a job’s status. This monitoring
could be a simple check as to whether or not the execution has completed, or it could involve
monitoring the output of individual quantities to examine the calculation state. The latter is
often used to detect calculation errors that will result in incorrect results. If such problems
are found, the job is typically canceled (“killed”) to save compute resources and is then
re-run later.
Local jobs in ICE are executed using standard Java system calls. Remote jobs are
launched only through SSH connections on remote machines. This includes direct SSH
command execution on clusters and proxy connections through a pilot service on large
leadership-class supercomputers.

Services such as Globus GRAM and Bosco are not

supported, but the SSH command execution includes extensive support for numerous batch
and queuing systems. The Eclipse Parallel Tools Platform (PTP) is used to create all remote
SSH connections, regardless of the target machine [73].
In this work, it should be assumed—unless otherwise noted—that “executing a job”
includes monitoring that job in one or more ways, possibly including real-time updates
to visualizations. It is also important to note that executing a job is not the same as
executing a workflow. Executing jobs specifically refers to launching simulations, whereas
executing a workflow could be something different such as generating input or post-processing
results. This is an important distinction because ICE’s workflows are all executed locally,
but simulations and work can be distributed remotely depending on the implementation of
the workflow plugin.
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Analyzing results includes executing special jobs to transform data in one or more
prescribed ways and producing artifacts with scientific significance from the transformed
data. This could include, for example, post-processing results and visualizing the new data
with dedicated visualization tools. For many types of scientific computing, this includes
viewing the results of a simulation on a mesh or grid and extracting publication-quality
images or movies from that data. Other cases might include analyzing results in preparation
for follow-on simulations or performing feature extraction, classification, or activities for
machine learning and data mining.
Although this is similar to executing a job, it is distinctly different because the activity
changes focus to satisfy the needs of a human operator. Simple data reduction, where the
exact reduction is known, certainly qualifies as executing a job; however, analysis of modeling
and simulation results is far from simple data reduction and is generally far more interactive
for scientists.
Managing data includes moving, copying, storing, sharing, or otherwise interacting
with data for or from simulations. This activity is the most pervasive because each of the
other activities requires interacting with data in some way. In many cases, though, data is
still managed for its own purposes, without performing a simulation, generating new input,
or analyzing results. Examples include archiving data, packaging data for publications,
and updating values manually or through scripts (often in light of new information from
publications).
Modifying code is not typically considered a part of a scientific computing workflow.
However, modeling and simulation use cases often require users to explicitly modify code
before execution or to issue special build instructions. This is true, for example, with the
computational fluid dynamics code Nek5000, which requires modification of code before
compilation and special build instructions using the makenek shell script [72].

Many

scientists consider “their workflow” to be re-running software after modifications for purely
exploratory purposes. This might be required if the model the author is modifying cannot
be configured directly as part of the input but can be easily accomplished by manipulating
the source code.
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2.1.2

Related Work

ICE’s model of workflows differs significantly from many other efforts in workflow science
because it defines workflows in terms of high-level activities that are meant to guide workflow
implementers and users. Many other workflow models in the literature define a workflow as
a collection of computing processes. For example, Yu and Buyya define grid workflows as
“a collection of tasks that are processed on distributed resources in a well-defined order to
accomplish a specific goal” [77]. Others, such as Pizzi et al., subscribe to similar definitions
[69]. This “process” view is acceptable where the workflow is static and does not require
additional human input or “human in the loop” behavior after all the initial human input
is provided. However, workflows within ICE are fully interactive with regular callbacks
to humans. It is simpler to discuss “activities” than it is to create a distinction between
“human processes” and “computer processes.” Focusing on activities over processes (human
or computer) also has the benefit of removing concrete elements such as hardware or software
properties that distract from details of workflows and workflow management systems. That
is, considerations such as memory usage and raw performance are important, but questions
about the abstract workflow or what the workflow management system should do are far
more important in this context.
There are other workflow engines that have their own concepts of activities, with various
similarities and differences compared with ICE’s model. For example, Taverna has a concept
of activities [75]. Activities in Taverna are defined as invocable activities within a workflow,
which is closely related to a lower-level class in ICE called Actions (see §2.2.1). On the other
hand, ICE’s activities loosely describe what can be done conceptually and the workflows
that are implemented provide the Actions that carry out these activities.
ICE and Taverna can both natively execute Java code, but ICE 2.0 cannot natively
invoke Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) web services. ICE uses regular Java-based
libraries to interact with web services, such as Jersey, and requires that developers write the
code to do this directly. Shim services in Taverna are provided in ICE as separate services
in the framework but are otherwise very similar.
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Chiron, an algebraic workflow engine, has a concept of activities that is closer to ICE’s
than Taverna’s but still very strongly related to implementation [64]. Activities in Chiron
are combinations of the program or expression to execute, plus the input schema, plus the
output schema. This is a close match to the design of the Item class in ICE. ICE’s Items
(see Section 2.2.1) implement the high-level activities, such as launching a job or creating
a model. The major difference between Chiron’s activities and ICE’s Items appears to be
scope. A Chiron activity such as Map or Reduce would normally be implemented as an
Action in ICE, whereas an Item in ICE can be tasked with executing multiple Actions to
enact a workflow.
One significant difference between ICE and many other systems is that it uses a languagebased approach to defining workflows but with a standard language, Java, as opposed to a
custom workflow definition language. Pizzi et al. do this with Aiida and Python, and
the Fireworks Workflow Engine also uses Python. The advantage of this approach is that
compilation is not a problem. ICE also differs from other workflow engines because it is
specifically focused on modeling and simulation instead of grid workflows. Grid workflows
are almost always defined as workflows based on trees without humans in the loop, but
modeling and simulation workflows are much more interactive and undirected [33].

2.2

Software Description

ICE was specifically created to address hands-on workflows for scientists, as described in
§2.3. Users download and execute ICE locally, and ICE in turn orchestrates local or remote
workflows as required. It provides a comprehensive workbench for modeling and simulation
that includes tools for workflows, visualization, data management, and software development.

2.2.1

Software Architecture

Workflows and tasks in ICE are not explicitly treated as trees or directed acyclic graphs
(DAGS), as is common with grid workflow tools [77]. Instead, ICE’s design is inspired by
representational state transfer (REST), and the workflow engine is implemented as services
in an Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP) application [42] [54].
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Figure 2.1 shows the five primary components of ICE and their relationships to each other.
Users initiate requests to create, edit, update, or delete workflows from the “ICE Client” (the
workbench) or through headless interactions using web or language programming interfaces.
The list of available workflows that can be created is provided dynamically to the ICE
Client by the “ICE Core,” which acts as a server and is the primary component responsible
for workflow orchestration. Workflow information is provided dynamically because it often
changes at run time based on both the configuration of available workflow components in
the registry and on persisted workflows users have saved in their workspace. Workflow
task enactment and execution is performed by services called “Items.” Information about
workflows is provided to the Client by the Core through common data structures rooted in a
stateless “Form” tree. Forms describe the workflow and provide all the necessary information
to understand what should process the workflow (but not how it should be processed). Once
users modify the description of the workflow in the Form to provide their specific details, the
Client dispatches a request to the Core to modify and/or process the workflow. The Core
then uses the information from the Form to perform a service lookup to identify the correct
Item to process the workflow.
ICE Core
The primary purpose of the ICE Core is to orchestrate workflows and services for the
platform. Figure 2.2 shows the primary classes that interact with the ICE Core. It is
the “core” control component of ICE where all other component interactions converge. It
is the middle tier of ICE’s architecture and brokers communications between Items and
Clients (graphical or not) by sharing Forms that contain workflow data. The ICE Core class
delegates construction and management of Items to the Item Manager.
The Item Manager acts as a container and factory for Items created by the ICE Core.
Items are constructed using the Builder pattern, with concrete construction handled by
realizations of the ItemBuilder interface.
ICE 2.0 includes a graphical client based on the Eclipse Workbench, which is common
for Eclipse applications. The workflow management capabilities of the core can be accessed
through languages and a web-based programming interface as well (see Section 2.2.1).
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Figure 2.1: High-level architecture of ICE showing the relationships and rough division of
responsibility between the five primary components of ICE. The ICE Core is responsible
for the workflow management and delegations instructions and data to the Item and
data structures, respectively. User input is received from the client or through headless
interactions, while persistence of large amounts of data is delegated to a persistence service.
The “1” and “*” represent the cardinality of the aggregation relationship.
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Figure 2.2: Architecture of the ICE Core and its dependencies. The ICE Core class
handles communications between workflow Items and common data structures but delegates
construction of workflow Items to builders.
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Items
Each workflow Item in ICE is an independent service, and each workflow type is a subclass
of the Item base class or another Item subclass. Items are registered dynamically through a
service registry in ICE (see Section 2.2.1) and provide collections of workflow data —Forms—
for the ICE Core and Client. Since ICE’s design is highly object oriented, it is easiest to
think of the Item class as a description of an abstract workflow and an Item object (an
instance of the class) as a concrete workflow with all required execution details specified in
its Form.
Figure 2.3 shows the class hierarchy of the Item class and its collaborators. Individual
components of workflows (i.e., workflow “tasks” or “nodes”) are either encoded directly in
the workflow’s subclass of Item or provided as “Actions” that are dynamically registered with
an “Action Factory” and obtained at run time. Common data structures that are shared
across Items, the Client, and the Core are provided by the data structures component. Table
2.1 describes the differences between Items, Actions, and Forms.2
Commonly used subclasses of Item include the Model and Job Launcher classes, which can
be used to create workflow plugins for input generation and workflow execution, respectively.
Composite Items are special Items that are built of compositions of other Items. Composite
Items are commonly used for workflow Items that can be executed in parallel or to tightly
couple different workflow tasks for resource and performance management.
All Items in ICE are finite state machines where the states represent the abstract state of
the workflow. For example, when an Item is first created, it enters the “Form Ready” state
to indicate that it could, in theory, be processed after a user reviews it. After that review,
it enters the “Ready to Process” state before it is processed and the “Processed” state after
it is processed. There are several additional states for errors.
This design is very important. First, it means that all workflows in ICE, regardless of
their actual details and functions, can behave only in a specific set of known and predictable
ways, and this predictability simplifies the way the Core manages and interacts with Items.
2

An upcoming update to the API will include the formal introduction of IWorkflow, IWorkflowTask,
and IWorkflowEngine interfaces to bring ICE’s API language closer to other systems such as Triquetrum.
However, this must be done carefully to preserve backwards compatibility.
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Figure 2.3: The class hierarchy of ICE Items showing the relationships between the Item,
its subclasses, and services that it uses. Vibe Launcher and MOOSE Launcher are examples
of special Job Launch Items for executing jobs, and their applications are discussed in §2.3.
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Table 2.1: Class descriptions for Items, Forms, and Actions.
Class
Item
Form
Action

Class Description
Java class with code to execute an abstract
workflow. Provides a Form.
Description and template of the data needed
for the Item to process the workflow.
Java class for executing a specific task in the
workflow. Used by Items.
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Object Description
Concrete workflow executor.
User-modified workflow data.
Concrete workflow task executor.

Second, by formalizing state and error checks, ICE explicitly delineates which workflows
can be executed from those that must receive additional configuration. Finally, it allows
developers implementing Items and Actions to specify by contract what is required before
proceeding to the next task, processing the workflow, or declaring a successful execution.
Data Structures
ICE contains a collection of common data structures that are useful for representing data
needed modeling and simulation workflows. Figure 2.4 shows some of these classes and their
relationship. All data structures (and Items) in ICE are uniquely identifiable and behave
in predictable ways: they receive and dispatch updates, can be visited to determine type
information, etc. Components in the data sense, not the class sense, represent a special data
structure that forms a child of a Form. Forms themselves are components and hierarchically
aggregate other components.
The name “Component” in the context of ICE’s data structures refers to a unique
and reusable collection of data, not a class or component in the object oriented sense.
Components that hold data do very little of their own work but strongly scope the interfacial
contract of their clients.
Persistence and Workspaces
When workflows are created and modified, ICE saves permanent copies of Forms to disk in
a special directory called a “workspace.” Workspaces can contain projects, folders, and files,
including data, code, input, and output. ICE automatically manages local and remote (or
even local to remote) transfers of data files when executing workflows if the files are detected
in the same directory of the workspace as the workflow itself. For example, when executing
a remote job, ICE will automatically move the input file if it is specified in the workflow and
available in the project directory of the workspace. Likewise, if the output is small enough
(less than 50 megabytes), ICE will automatically move it back to the local directory. By
convention, all paths in ICE’s Forms are relative to the workspace root path. Workspace
directories are specified by the user and are fully functional Eclipse workspaces.
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Figure 2.4: Common data structures and their relationships in ICE.
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ICE handles persistence using a “persistence provider.” The default persistence provider
uses JAX-RS to write Forms to XML [36]. In principle, other persistence providers could
replace the XML-based provider since it is registered as a dynamic service and a JAXP based
provider has been used in the past.
Relationship to Other Eclipse Technologies
ICE is an Eclipse RCP application [54] and has a plugin architecture based on Equinox, which
is the reference implementation of the Open Service Gateway Initiative (OSGi) framework
specification [55]. It is most appropriate to think of Eclipse ICE as an alternative flavor
of any other Eclipse development environment because like those environments it is just a
collection of Eclipse plugins with a well-defined purpose and brand. ICE uses more than 1,200
additional packages from the Eclipse ecosystem to provide services like language support and
visualization. Each unique element of ICE described in this work—including the Client, Core,
Items, and data structures—is provided as plugins to Equinox. Most plugins are managed
dynamically and provided as services that can be obtained as dynamic OSGi Declarative
Services. File input/output in ICE, with only a few exceptions, interacts with the RCP’s
Resources plugin and the standard Eclipse Workspace. This also includes remote resources
that are managed with Eclipse PTP.
ICE plugins are created using normal Eclipse development tools and are installed into
either the running instance of ICE or published in a newly built version. In either case, the
running platform of ICE can use only the plugins that are actually installed and at least a
small amount of code must be written in Java for each plugin. This extension method may
seem odd to the novice user or developer, especially if they do not know Java very well, but
this design was chosen because it is an easy, fast, and precise way to create workflows.
ICE provides built-in development tools to automatically generate empty but ready
to compile classes (“stubs”) of plugins that can then be installed into the framework as
services. These tools are based on other code generation tools in the Eclipse platform. This
“self-hosting” makes it possible for new users to create complex, sophisticated workflows
very quickly because they are not required to know how to interact with the framework.
Development of new workflows is streamlined because ICE provides a rich API that
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exposes all workflow management functionality, documentation, tutorials, and tools to
further simplify the process. These are shared through the self-hosted environment by
code completion tools, help menus, and documentation overlays. The proximity of the
workflow environment with the development platform for modeling and simulation codes is
also beneficial because, as a self-hosted entity, workflows can be codeveloped with the code.
ICE can be run as a headless web server with a remote service interface and a web
API. The web API is also used as the primary means of providing real-time feedback and
monitoring support in ICE, and it is published as an OSGi service as well. These services
can also be consumed as OSGi Remote Services.
There are many situations where configuring workflows graphically or serially is
unacceptable, such as when a very large number of workflows will be executed or the type
of information required is very fine grained. In these cases, it is often necessary to provide
scripts to the workflow management system. ICE includes the Eclipse Advanced Scripting
Environment (EASE) [70] for scripting because it provides a way to script Eclipse RCP
projects natively in Javascript, Jython, and Python. This also makes it possible to extend
the environment by adding Items in these languages. Specifically, scripts in Javascript and
Python are written and executed in simple shell that is part of the workbench. Calling other
languages, such as C or Fortran, is typically accomplished by adding workflow Items for
the executables in these languages and performing local workflow job launches. C language
routines have been called from ICE through the Java Native Interface (JNI), but this is not
a technique that is widely used with the platform because of its complexity.

2.2.2

Functionality

The most important function of ICE is to serve as an easily extended workflow management
system for scientists in support of the activities described previously. In practice, it is most
often used as a combination of workflow management system and development environment
since it contains a significant amount of Eclipse’s software development tooling in addition
to the workflow tools. The project has many users, but it is most heavily used by the
development team to support workflow science and software development for energy science
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projects. The development team regularly uses the platform to quickly deploy new domainspecific workbenches in a matter of hours for small collections of workflows that are easy to
encode.
Outside of the development team, ICE is commonly deployed as a sophisticated user
environment for computational science projects (see Section 2.4) and as a visualization tool.
The ICE source code originally contained a significant amount of visualization support, but
at the request of users in the community, that support was “spun off” in early 2016 as the
Eclipse Advanced Visualization Project (EAVP) [27].

2.3

Illustrative Examples

The role that ICE plays as a workflow tool is best illustrated by the various ways in which
it has been deployed, as shown in the following examples.

2.3.1

Virtual Battery Simulations

Pannala et al. developed a Virtual Integrated Battery Environment (VIBE) as part of
their research into safety and performance characteristics of lithium ion batteries [68]. VIBE
includes ICE as part of its distribution, and new workflows were added to ICE to enable users
to add multiple types of input, configure the simulation software, and launch simulations of
virtual batteries. Interactive 3D visualizations of the results were embedded in the launcher
so that users can quickly find their results. Figure 2.5 shows a (simulated) prismatic-cell
battery’s temperature distribution during discharge.
VIBE 1.0 is available as a virtual machine (for convenient deployment) in which the
simulation software and ICE are provided side by side. The VIBE team’s more recent efforts
for VIBE 1.1 include providing the simulation software in Docker containers so that users can
download the latest, native version of ICE for their machine while simultaneously benefiting
from a smaller virtual machine for the simulator.
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Figure 2.5: ICE workbench for VIBE analysis.
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2.3.2

Multiphysics Simulations with MOOSE

The MOOSE Framework is a powerful, easy-to-use multiphysics framework developed at
Idaho National Laboratory [43].

ICE provides workflow tools for MOOSE as well as

specialized class generation utilities for developing custom MOOSE kernels. Many of the
MOOSE tools in ICE were developed closely with the MOOSE team to reproduce various
aspects of MOOSE’s user interface, known as “Peacock.” Figure 2.6 shows an example of
the ICE workbench for a simple structural mechanics problem solved using the MOOSE
framework [56].
There are more than 300 MOOSE-based applications, and it is very easy to create new
ones. The ICE development team uses ICE and MOOSE to quickly solve energy science
problems with HPC resources and to deploy domain-specific workbenches. ICE provides
features for automatic installation, configuration, and optimization of scientific development
environments. In the context of MOOSE, ICE includes support for automatically downloading and building MOOSE from MOOSE’s GitHub repository. This integration enables users
to immediately begin developing complex multiphysics applications using the preinstalled
Eclipse C Development Tools. Once the new MOOSE-based application is built, it will
automatically work with the MOOSE workflow tools in ICE, although developers can also
create customized workflow tools as needed.

2.3.3

Binder Jet Modeling

Solid-state sintering of parts printed using binder jetting significantly increases part strength
by decreasing the part porosity and eliminating voids. However, this process does cause the
resulting product to shrink and warp from its original layout. An ideal near-net-shape
process would combine binder jetting with solid-state sintering and account for warpage
and deformation in the part’s design phase. Figure 2.7 shows an ICE-based workbench for
performing simulations of this process with visualizations of the pre- and post-simulation
properties of a central body with eight cantilevers. The primary deformation in this type of
geometry is bending or drooping of the cantilevers due to sintering and thermal creep.
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Figure 2.6: ICE workbench for MOOSE workflows.
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Figure 2.7: ICE workbench for binder jet modeling.
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2.3.4

Neutron Reflectivity

ICE also includes a small utility for simulating neutron reflectivity and comparing the results
with other data [26]. This utility was developed in collaboration with a team at ORNL’s
Spallation Neutron Source to replace an older utility that was originally written in Visual
Basic and distributed via Excel macros. The new utility, developed in ICE, is shown in
Figure 2.8.

2.3.5

Quantum Computing

As quantum computing grows, the need for sophisticated software that can use quantum
hardware or perform calculations on simulated quantum hardware becomes more pressing.
Humble et al. created a simulator for adiabatic quantum computers where workflows were
added to ICE to support interactions with the simulator and to process large sets of quadratic
binary optimization problems [47]. Figure 2.9 shows the workbench for this project.

2.3.6

Nuclear Energy

There are many examples of ICE’s role in modeling and simulation projects for nuclear
energy, but for an example of the level of customization that is possible in ICE, readers are
referred to the work outlined in [31]. Support for the “Reactor Analyzer” was dropped in
ICE 2.1.8, but it demonstrated ICE’s capability to integrate many different nuclear energy
tools for complex analyses.

2.4

Impact

The impact of software tools like ICE is difficult to quantify. However, there are several
examples of ICE significantly assisting the development team and others.
One pressing area of interest and impact is that of interoperability between workflow
systems. Significant prior efforts have been made to combine large workflow management
systems (e.g., Mandal et al. [53]), but the end goal of gaining the greatest advantage by using
the best capabilities from multiple systems remains unrealized. ICE’s unique perspective
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Figure 2.8: ICE workbench for neutron reflectivity.
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Figure 2.9: ICE workbench in the Jade Adiabatic Development Environment (JADE) for
quantum computing simulations.
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on workflows and its well-defined API make it possible to integrate multiple systems in a
straightforward way. This allows ICE to connect to other workflow environments, such as
Triquetrum, quite easily [35]. Triquetrum, like Kepler in [53], is a Ptolemy-based workflow
engine [34].
It is widely known that tools that enable researchers to be more productive tend to
improve the pursuit of new research. The high extensibility of ICE and the tools that
it combines from the larger Eclipse ecosystem have made it possible for researchers on
the development team to quickly deploy new simulation environments for their research
problems. Other tools created with ICE might not invent something radically new, but
they tend to streamline interactions within those tools. Many ICE users, and certainly the
development team, have experienced improvements in their software development efforts
because of the tools that ICE provides or have learned new technologies because access to
new tooling was as simple as installing more plugins through the Eclipse Marketplace.
The ICE development team does not track ICE’s user base, as useful as that would be,
because of the extra work involved. However, various sources such as the VIBE mailing list,
ICE’s own mailing lists, and website download statistics suggest that ICE has been used
by more than 350 people at one time or another and currently has about 20 “superusers,”
including the development team.
A new cloud-based development tool based on ICE is under development by RNET
Technologies, Inc., out of Dayton, Ohio, in response to a Small Business Innovation Research
award from the DOE. This web-based version of ICE will continue ICE’s support for nuclear
energy and will integrate with cloud computing solutions like Amazon Web Services and
ORNL’s Compute and Data Environment for Science (CADES). Additionally, although ICE
has not directly led to any “spin-off” companies, ICE source code has been used in two spinoff projects: (1) EAVP (mentioned earlier) for advanced visualizations and (2) the Eclipse
January project for scientific data structures [45]. ICE was also one of the founding projects
of the Eclipse Science Working Group.
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2.5

Sample Code, Tutorials, and Other Resources

The primary resource for information on ICE is the project website [28]. The “Resources”
menu includes links to detailed tutorials and user documentation. Examples of how to create
new workflow Items are available at https://github.com/eclipse/ice/tree/master/
org.eclipse.ice.demo. Examples of how to use the scripting engine are available at https:
//github.com/eclipse/ice/tree/master/examples. ICE also includes an extensive suite
of unit, integration, and user interface tests, which are also excellent examples of how to
work with the platform. Tutorial and demonstration videos are available on YouTube at
https://goo.gl/nxCzRD.

2.6

Summary

This chapter presents an overview of Eclipse ICE, including a discussion on its position within
the broader workflow management system ecosystem and its workflow model. The overall
architecture of Eclipse ICE version 2.0 is described, and several examples are presented to
illustrate its applicability to modeling and simulation problems. Samples and tutorials are
also provided for the eager and interested reader.
Modeling and simulation workflows for computational scientists differ greatly from those
of experimentalists or those who primarily interact with grid-based workflow management
systems. The Eclipse ICE effort described here has been used to address interdisciplinary
problems in modeling and simulation for energy science. Of particular interest are the
differences in architecture between a workflow management system focused on modeling
and simulation compared with systems focused on grids. ICE’s broad applicability across
many topics in energy science suggests there are opportunities for these systems in general.
Finally, one interesting avenue of future exploration is coupling or integrating ICE with
other workflow tools such as Aiida, Triquetrum, Kepler, and Pegasus, which would make it
possible to combine the best of grid and modeling workflows and simulation workflows to
address greater challenges.
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The primary challenge with understanding the differences between Eclipse ICE and these
other systems, as well as how they can be integrated, is the lack of a standard model that can
holistically describe multiple types of workflows. The following chapter starts the process
of developing such a model by describing tools and techniques for creating ontologies that
describe the entities and relationships of complex systems.
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Chapter 3
Ontologies
A formal system for describing scientific workflows would be valuable for a variety of reasons.
Perhaps most importantly, this includes being able to determine what types of systems need
to be implemented to successfully execute the workflow. This is fundamentally a question
about our ability to model our workflows thoroughly without building out a fully functional
system, which is common at present. It is not clear that this current model will continue to
scale up efficiently as workflows become more distributed, hierarchical, and mixed because
of the associated increase in complexity.
One important tool in understanding complex computing systems is an ontology. An
ontology captures knowledge about a system in a formal way. This includes capturing details
about entities, classes of entities, entity properties, and the relationships among these things.
Ontologies are usually recorded in a graph data structure. The graph can be modified, linked,
or merged with other ontology graphs to create an even greater understanding of a topic.
This chapter introduces ontologies with a focus on how they can be used to better
understand different types of workflows, workflow management systems, and workflow data
models. First, common properties of ontologies are reviewed to provide a basic understanding
of their use. Second, a short example is provided to illustrate their use in encoding real-world
data. This includes an illustration of why ontologies are sometimes favored over taxonomies.
Finally, a common set of tools for working with ontologies is presented to illustrate how
ontologies are created in formal ways that are machine-readable, and ready for distribution
and use in larger applications.
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3.1

Features of Ontologies

Ontologies are commonly described using special ontology languages, such as the Web
Ontology Language (OWL), or modeling languages like the Unified Modeling Language
(UML). There are a number of common features found across these languages, some of
which are useful for the following discussions.

3.1.1

Properties

Entities in an ontology can have properties that describe their makeup. Some entities, such
as primitive double precision floating point numbers, have their value as their only property.
However, other entities, such as computers, may have many properties, including hardware
peripherals and nonphysical properties such as cost. Entities are connected to properties
through relationships.

3.1.2

Objects and Classes

An object is a specific entity that has been initialized with some default configuration or
value. A simple equation x = 5 could be used to denote that the object x has the value 5.
A class describes a set of objects. Objects may sometimes be called instances or individuals,
and all three terms are used interchangeably herein.
Classes define the properties (or in some definitions links to properties) and required
relationships for objects. One special relationship is the inheritance relationship. This
relationship indicates that one class must have —inherit— the properties and relationships
of another class, called its “parent.” Classes that inherit from other classes are said to be
subclasses of their parent “base” class.
A trivial example would be a class Money with subclasses Coin and Bill. In United States
Currency, Coin would have subclasses Nickel and Penny. A roll of pennies from a bank would
contain fifty pennies, all of which would be objects or instances of the Penny base class.
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3.1.3

Ontological Openness

Ontological openness is the quality of a graph to be left open to modification. Open ontologies
are capable of describing knowledge from multiple perspectives that more accurately describe
the nature of the object. It is possible for individual entities within the ontology to be
modified, or for new graphs to be linked to the existing graph to provide these different
perspectives.
Consider, for example, a tea cup. What is it? Is it a vessel for holding tea or is it clay?
Is it plastic? Is it red, blue, or covered with a picture of Captain Picard? Was it a gift?
Is it warm to the touch? Is it also possible to hold other liquids? By leaving an ontology
that only describes what the tea cup can hold open to extension, all of these properties can
be linked to describe a clay tea cup that can also hold coffee, that has a picture of Captain
Picard on it, that was a gift, and that which was warm when the author started writing this
page.

3.2

Case Study: A Professor, a Businessman, and a
Pilot

It is straightforward to create an educational example of an ontology that is also simple
enough to be easily understood. The following example considers the members of a thesis
committee for which all six of the following statements are true:
1. Mike, Mike Jr., and Jack are full professors.
2. John T. and Arjun are adjunct professors.
3. John D. is a research professor.
4. Mike is also a businessman and a pilot.
5. Mike Jr. is Mike’s son.
6. Mike and John both play guitar.
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The goal of the exercise is to encode all six of these statements into a single, formal ontology
that is easily understood by the reader.
For pedagogical reasons that will become evident throughout the discussion, it is first
useful to attempt to organize this information as a simple taxonomy, a tree structure with
one simple “is” relationship. In fact, this is a natural and obvious choice because most of the
statements indicate that the members of the committee “are” professors, etc. Taxonomies are
commonly understood as tools used to organize families, including family trees in genealogy.
Statements 1-3 in the list describe six individuals who are all professors. However, three
distinct types of professors are listed. Since there is no statement saying otherwise, it is
reasonable to assume (and in fact correct), that the terms full, adjunct, and research professor
all describe separate types of professors. That is, full, adjunct, and research professors are
professors (inheritance), and an individual may only be either a full, adjunct, or research
professor. The latter statement means that full, adjunct, and research professors are disjoint.
Figure 3.1 depicts a simple taxonomy that clearly illustrates the type of professor for
most of the individuals. This taxonomy shows a family of professors and is two levels deep.
However, this figure encodes only a few of the facts included in the list above. One professor,
Mike Jr., is missing, and statements 4–6 are not considered.
Figure 3.2 includes the facts from all six statements. The red “X” marks in this figure
indicate where the single relationship rule of a taxonomy has been broken. First, in a
taxonomy, all guitarists would inherit from the same parent, or from multiple guitar-playing
parents who inherit from another guitar-playing grandparent. Second, although Mike Jr.
is Mike’s son and a full professor, Mike Jr. is not a businessman and a pilot. Finally, the
relationship types between the professors, their bases classes, and the additional occupational
and familial classifications change throughout the taxonomy in an unclear way.
These issues illustrate the fundamental problem with a taxonomy for heterogeneous
knowledge capture: “Basic” taxonomies only allow single direct inheritance relationships
to be expressed. This can be partially fixed by allowing the relationship type to be changed
based on an in-line annotation, but what about properties such as “can play guitar?”
Conceptually “can play guitar” is not the same type of relationship as an “is-a” relationship.
Is a special annotation or graphic required for each new property type? Furthermore, how
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Figure 3.1: Simple taxonomy of the professors and their ranks as described in §3.2.
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Figure 3.2: “Complete” attempt at encoding the facts in §3.2. The red “X” marks indicate
the types of relationships that are not allowed under the rules of a taxonomy.
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does one rectify the fact that not all full professors are in business, fly planes, or play guitar?
What if a research professor did those things as well? The complexity of the required
modified taxonomy creates such a complex diagram that one might as well simply leave the
statements written instead of encoded!
As more changes to the fundamental taxonomic data structure are required, the required
formality and bookkeeping also increase. It quickly becomes necessary to create a separate
structure simply for the purposes of managing all the bookkeeping. Then, the data structure
that uses the bookkeeping data structure becomes something that uses the bookkeeping
relationships to encode the facts. A complex bookkeeping structure of this type that can
encode classes, relationships, and properties is an ontology, and the accompanying structure,
the graph of individuals, is known commonly as an instance graph, knowledge graph, or just
graph of members or instances of the ontology.
A simple ontology that describes the types of relationships, properties, and classes for the
six statements is shown in Figure 3.3. Notice that this ontology contains a simple taxonomy
of classes who are Persons. Unlike the original taxonomy, Businessman, Guitarist, Pilot, and
Professor are all peers. The ontology has the following properties:
• isFullProf - individuals with this property are Full Professors
• isAdjProf - individuals with this property are Adjunct Professors
• isResProf - individuals with this property are Research Professors
• hasSon - individuals with this property have a son whose identity is the object of the
property
The isFullProf, isAdjProf, and isResProf properties are all Boolean properties that are
either true or false. The hasSon property is somewhat special compared with the others
because it encodes a relationship as a property. These types of properties need to indicate
clearly where they originate in the graph and where they end. For statement 5 this could
be indicated on the instance graph by a property with a value of “Mike Jr.” or a graphic
indication linking Mike and Mike Jr.
The ontology also has the following disjoint properties:
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Figure 3.3: Relationships, properties, and classes for the example in §3.2.
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• isFullProf != isAdjProf
• isFullProf != isResProf
• isAdjProf != isResProf
where the “!=” indicates a negation relationship meaning “is not.” The disjoint properties
constrain the relationships between the normal properties for semantic purposes. Subclasses
are usually disjoint.
The instance graph that uses the ontology to encode all six statements is shown in Figure
3.4. This graph combines taxonomic “is-a” relationships and the ontological properties to
fully represent the facts and removes the representational problems found in Figure 3.2.
This includes Mike’s multiple roles and parental status. Professorial rank is captured with
properties instead of through direct inheritance. Note that the green dashed line in this
figure has no special significance, but its color is useful to show its path next to the black
lines.
An important aspect of ontologies, including this example, is that new facts that are
not present in the instance graph can often be inferred from the facts that are present.
Alternatively, because the graphs are open, merging graphs can reveal new facts when
inference rules are applied. Two facts that can be inferred from the present set of facts is
that an inverse relationship exists for “hasSon,” which we might obviously call “hasFather,”
and the identity of Mike Jr.’s father is Mike. These facts are obvious to human readers,
but that is only because our experience fills in the ontological gaps. With respect to graph
mergers revealing new facts, suppose that someone merged a new ontology that described
Persons in great detail and that one property it described is that all sons are male. It would
then be possible to immediately deduce that Mike Jr. is male.

3.3

Machine-Readable Ontologies

Real life ontologies are significantly more complex than the example in §3.2. They are also
used to capture and reason about large sets of facts, which requires computational resources
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Figure 3.4: Instance graph that uses the ontology in Figure 3.3 to encode the example in
§3.2. The green dashed line is not of ontological significance but is colored separately to
show the full connection.
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for processing. It is not feasible to create any such ontology using the scheme in the example,
and numerous ontological standards have been developed.
OWL and related languages are used for this work to capture ontological details in a
machine-readable way without sacrificing any formality that is also useful to the human
reader. OWL is based on RDFS, which is in turn based on RDF.
Summaries of these languages are provided below based on the most recent language
specifications and other sources, [22]. These summaries also include practical findings from
the author who as a user of these languages discovered a number of pitfalls that are not
commonly or widely discussed in the extant literature.

3.3.1

The Resource Description Framework

RDF is a W3C standard for exchanging data across the internet [13][11]. It forms the basis
of a so-called semantic web where data resources are both linked and self-describing, thus
making large knowledge graphs that can be easily walked to understand and find meaning
in data.
The key concept in RDF is that statements can be made about uniquely identifiable
resources in human and machine-readable ways. Resources are uniquely identified with
internationalized resource identifiers (IRIs) that extend the universal resource identifier
(URI) standard by adding support for non-English characters and non-ASCII character sets.
Resource names can be anything from simple names that are locally unique to fully qualified
globally unique names.
Descriptions of resources are made with statements. Statements in RDF are similar to
sentences in the English language. Each statement contains a subject, predicate, and object.
The predicate describes the relationship of the subject to the object in an RDF statement,
just as the predicate (verb) “is” links the subject “color” (or “ballColor”) to the object “red”
in “The color of the ball is red.” This type of statement is called a triple.
RDF triples are represented as full graph data structures in memory and are serialized to
any one of a number of file formats, including an XML-based format and several formats that
are easier for humans to read [21]. Most of the supported formats for RDF are standardized,
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although several formats add support for additional features not found in the standard.
This includes the JSON Linked Data (JSON-LD) and Notation3 formats. Unless otherwise
specified, the remainder of this document uses a very readable and common serialization
called the Terse RDF Triple Language (TURTL) [12]. This format is significantly easier
to understand than others for humans and has the added advantage of being succinct in
written text. For example, the statement “The color of the ball is red” would be rendered
as a TURTLE triple with
<# ball >
hasColor <red >.
whereas for an RDF/XML triple it would be
<? xml version ="1.0" ? >
< RDF >
< Description about = " ball " >
< hasColor > red </ hasColor >
</ Description >
</ RDF >
Statements about resources can be distributed, including outside of their current graph.
In the RDF literature, this is described by the phrase “Anyone can say anything about
anything” (AAA). This means that for any given resource, any other resource can be included
in triples. This is akin to the ontological openness described in §3.1.3. This also means that
without human intervention it is very hard to establish the origin of data for which there are
numerous distributed triples, unless one of those triples provides such a description. Within
the current graph, resource descriptions can be segmented for clarity. If a statement such as
“Jay Jay Billings works at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, a DOE facility” is made, instead
of writing a single TURTL triple that captures all the facts, it could be written as
worksAt <# ORNL >.
<# ORNL >
a <# NationalLaboratory >; hasName ‘‘ Oak Ridge National
Laboratory ’ ’^^ xsd : string . ,
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which uses references to other triples and links them into the original triple about the author.
Notice the previous listing includes the term
hasName ‘‘ Oak Ridge National Laboratory ’ ’^^ xsd : string .
This term assigns a literal value of “Oak Ridge National Laboratory” to the subject of the
triple. The additional characters at the end — “ˆˆxsd:string”— set the type of the literal to
an XML schema definition string. Literal values can be set for many different types of data,
including most primitives such as integers and floating point numbers found in standard
programming languages.
Section 3.2 briefly mentions the process of inference. Basic RDF is straightforward: it
describes resources. However, it is possible to include data on the resources that establishes
the relationships among them and thus makes it possible to infer facts that are not explicitly
written [22]. This can include data shaping to conform to a particular set of information,
type restriction, or classification information. These capabilities are provided as languages
built on top of RDF, including the RDFS and OWL.
An important aspect of RDF not covered in more detail in this work is the ability to
query it using the SPARQL query language.
Containers
RDF has several containers that can hold sets of data [11]. These include rdfs:Container,
rdf:Bag, rdf:Seq, and rdf:Alt. These containers are considered to be open, and additional
data can be added. Alternative closed containers called collections represent sets of data
that cannot be modified and that are ordered from first to last element. The only supported
collection in the RDF specification is rdf:List.
Containers and collections are significantly different than similarly named structures in
object-oriented programming languages, especially where generic and templated programming is concerned.
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3.3.2

RDFS

Although programming languages have preset grammars, data languages are often left
without a language that describes in machine-readable terms the allowed values and entries
in a data file. This information is provided for users in a format specification for the data
language but not in a way that can be programmatically enforced.
RDFS provides this capability for RDF [14][22]. RDFS supports describing sets of
RDF resources in a machine-readable way that can subsequently be used for validation
and inference. RDFS is itself defined in RDF, so the sets, or classes, of resources defined by
the schema are described in a standard RDF file, as are instance files containing data that
conforms to the schema.
Classes in RDFS are described by the rdfs:class descriptor in a triple. For example,
<# cat >
rdf : type rdfs : Class ;
defines a type of class called Cat. The rdf:type predicate is a special statement that indicates
the type of resource is specified by the object.
RDFS classes also support inheritance, and “Cat” could inherit from “Mammal” or
“Feline,” as expected. The following TURTL triple illustrates that:
<# cat >
rdfs : subClassOf < Mammal >.
It is also possible for properties to inherit from other properties using the rdfs:subPropertyOf
relation.
Likewise, individuals can be declared to be of a particular type. The TURTL triple
<# garfield >
rdf : type <# cat >;
hasName

‘‘ Garfield ’ ’^^ xsd : string .

describes a cat named Garfield, which we can infer to be a mammal as well.
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The rdfs:subClassOf term used for inheritance is actually a property.

To put this

differently, the subject of a triple with the predicate rdfs:subClassOf has the property that
it is a subclass of the other class.
Triples are in general just maps of subjects and objects via properties. Sometimes it
is necessary to restrict what type of subject relates to a particular type of object in this
mapping. In this case, the rdfs:domain and rdfs:range properties can be used to restrict the
types of the root property. The rdfs:domain property restricts the type of a subject, while
the rdfs:range property restricts the type of an object. It is possible to simultaneously define
rdfs:domain and rdfs:range for a property.
A select number of logic operations are supported by RDFS, including unions and
intersections. Special relations exist for the logic operations for classes and properties alike.
Many schemas exist for reuse on the internet and are available for public download
through sites like Linked Data Applications [5]. These schemas can be included through an
appropriate import call in the RDF file. In TURTL, imports are handled with the “@prefix”
statement, as follows:
@prefix rdfs : < http :// www . w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf - schema # > .
@prefix foaf : < http :// xmlns . com / foaf /0.1/ > .

<# banana >
rdf : type rdfs : Class ;
foaf : knows ‘‘ Spongebob ’ ’. ,
where rdfs and foaf are imported schemas.
One nice feature of RDFS that is completely nonfunctional but useful nonetheless is the
addition of rdfs:Comment and rdfs:Label relations that make it possible to provide detailed
comments describing the data, as well as a user-friendly label that can be substituted for
default or missing data by the display.
RDFS adds powerful features to the RDF language stack. However, as powerful as it
is, many different types of relations are missing, which restricts its utility for more complex
data relationships. Luckily, these and more are available in OWL.
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3.3.3

Web Ontology Language

OWL builds on RDF and RDFS to add additional features for inferencing and formal
ontological syntax [6]. The major addition to OWL over RDFS is a set of properties
that describe inverse, transitive, symmetric, and equivalent relationships [22]. Unlike RDF
and RDFS, the primary purpose of OWL it to provide enough semantic constructs so that
inferencing can be greatly expanded for well-described data. This makes it possible for
instance data that follows an OWL ontology to be very well understood based solely on the
provided data set and the ontology.
OWL’s set of default properties can be extended very easily to create new ontological
constructs by mixing the default properties in new ways. Since OWL is serialized using RDF
(which is not a strict requirement) extension is performed simply by creating a new RDF
triple that links the relevant terms.
Modeling ontologies with OWL is different than modeling in languages such as the UML.
There are many subtle differences between the two languages, but UML is more general.
In fact, OWL is defined in part with UML models. One additional difference of particular
importance is that classes in UML can have member variables that are tied directly to a
single class. It is possible to emulate this behavior in OWL through object properties and
the rdfs:domain and rdfs:range properties that restrict the type subject and predicate types,
but without these restrictions object properties can be used by any class. Additionally,
complex members may require pointer-like object properties linking them to their class.
OWL also allows properties to have properties, including transitive properties, which is
generally reserved only for classes in object-oriented languages.
There are several different types of OWL that can be selected based on the preferred
inference needs of the client. Since general graphs can be computationally costly to search
thoroughly, “lighter” versions of the specifications with properties removed can be much
faster if the data will allow it. The complete version of OWL is commonly called OWL Full
or just OWL. The two sublanguages of OWL are OWL Lite and OWL DL. OWL Lite is a
lightweight subset of OWL on which inferencing models can be run very quickly. OWL DL
is a middle ground in terms of feature richness and performance during inferencing [7].
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3.3.4

Useful Tools

There are numerous tools, many of which are exceptional, for working with linked data and
semantic web technologies. This section provides a summary of some of these tools, not as
an endorsement but as a reference for the interested reader.
Linked Open Vocabularies
The Linked Open Vocabularies (LOV) project is a repository for ontologies from the
Ontology Engineering Group [5]. The site provides up-to-date information on ontologies and
vocabularies for a large number of projects, all of which is searchable and can be examined
with a friendly web interface. This repository can be used to find high-quality, well-tested
resources instead of writing new ones from scratch.
Protégé
Protégé is an open source ontology editor created by the Stanford Center for Biomedical
Informatics Research at the Stanford University School of Medicine [9]. Ontologies can be
managed as individual files or as part of version control repositories. In addition to providing
general creation and editorial support for ontologies, Protégé includes a large number of
plugins that provide extra tools such as visualization engines and documentation exporters.
All of the ontologies in this work were created using Protégé, with only minor edits and
some initial learning work performed in different tools. This includes the original versions of
graphs shown later in the text.
Apache Jena
Apache Jena is an open source framework that supports six different projects for semantic
web and linked data applications [1]. These include an RDF utility library and SPARQL
query engine, a file-based and a web-based triple store, and ontology and inference libraries.
Apache Jena is written in Java, although the web-based triple store is available by standard
HTTP calls. Apache Jena is very useful for writing programs that can directly manipulate
RDF resources, including storing the graphs for later use.
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Eclipse
The Eclipse Platform is an open source platform that has more than 300 projects, managed
by the Eclipse Foundation. The platform includes many different tools, including a generic
XML editor that is very good for RDF/XML files and a TURTL editor, that is available
as a third-party plugin [17]. The platform includes additional tools for managing basic file
manipulation for ontologies and RDF data. It also includes tools for managing software and
data repositories. The majority of this dissertation was written using the Texlipse plugin to
Eclipse.
Graphviz
Graphviz is a powerful graph visualization tool that supports the Dot language [2]. Nodes
in graphs are drawn as circles with labels and connections between the nodes are drawn as
curves with annotations that describe their connection type. This is very useful for RDF
graphs where both the node types and connections vary depending on the details of the
triple.

3.3.5

Our Case Study in RDF and OWL

The previous sections provide all that is needed to create a simple, formal, machine-readable
ontology for the thesis committee example at the beginning of this chapter. As a pedagogical
tool, that example is fine, but as an example of a real ontology it suffers from being written
by just another guy in his arm chair! Using the tools of the previous section, it can be
turned into something very similar to what will be developed for scientific workflows, as well
as ontologies commonly available in the LOV repository. Figure 3.5 shows the committee
ontology and its individuals rendered in a single Graphviz graph. Listing 3.1 shows the same
content as the graph but in its formal TURTL serialization.
Listing 3.1: The complete OWL ontology for the example problem.
@prefix : < http :// www . example . org / committee > .
@prefix owl : < http :// www . w3 . org /2002/07/ owl # > .
@prefix rdf : < http :// www . w3 . org /1999/02/22 - rdf - syntax - ns # > .
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Figure 3.5: Graphviz plot of the combined thesis committee ontology and its individuals.
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@prefix xml : < http :// www . w3 . org / XML /1998/ namespace > .
@prefix xsd : < http :// www . w3 . org /2001/ XMLSchema # > .
@prefix rdfs : < http :// www . w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf - schema # > .
@prefix committee : < https :// www . example . org / committee > .
@base < https :// www . example . org / committee > .

< http :// www . example . org / committee >
rdf : type owl : Ontology .

####################
# Object Properties
####################

###

https :// www . example . org / committee # hasSon

committee : hasSon rdf : type owl : ObjectProperty ;
rdfs : subPropertyOf owl : topObjectProperty .

###

https :// www . example . org / committee # isAdjProf

committee : isAdjProf rdf : type owl : ObjectProperty ;
rdfs : subPropertyOf owl : topObjectProperty .

###

https :// www . example . org / committee # isFullProf

committee : isFullProf rdf : type owl : ObjectProperty ;
rdfs : subPropertyOf owl : topObjectProperty .

###

https :// www . example . org / committee # isResProf

committee : isResProf rdf : type owl : ObjectProperty ;
rdfs : subPropertyOf owl : topObjectProperty .
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##########
# Classes
##########

###

https :// www . example . org / committee # Businessman

committee : Businessman rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf committee : Person .

###

https :// www . example . org / committee # Guitarist

committee : Guitarist rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf committee : Person .

###

https :// www . example . org / committee # Person

committee : Person rdf : type owl : Class .

###

https :// www . example . org / committee # Pilot

committee : Pilot rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf committee : Person .

###

https :// www . example . org / committee # Professor

committee : Professor rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf committee : Person .

##############
# Individuals
##############

###

https :// www . example . org / committee # Arjun

committee : Arjun rdf : type owl : NamedIndividual ,
committee : Professor ;
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committee : isAdjProf committee : True .

###

https :// www . example . org / committee # Jack

committee : Jack rdf : type owl : NamedIndividual ,
committee : Professor ;
committee : isFullProf committee : True .

###

https :// www . example . org / committee # JohnD

committee : JohnD rdf : type owl : NamedIndividual ,
committee : Professor ;
committee : isResProf committee : True .

###

https :// www . example . org / committee # JohnT

committee : JohnT rdf : type owl : NamedIndividual ,
committee : Guitarist ,
committee : Professor ;
committee : isAdjProf committee : True .

###

https :// www . example . org / committee # Mike

committee : Mike rdf : type owl : NamedIndividual ,
committee : Businessman ,
committee : Guitarist ,
committee : Pilot ,
committee : Professor ;
committee : hasSon committee : MikeJr ;
committee : isFullProf committee : True .

###

https :// www . example . org / committee # MikeJr

committee : MikeJr rdf : type owl : NamedIndividual ,
committee : Person ;
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committee : isFullProf committee : True .

###

https :// www . example . org / committee # True

committee : True rdf : type owl : NamedIndividual .

#################
# General axioms
#################

[ rdf : type owl : AllDisjointProperties ;
owl : members ( committee : isAdjProf
committee : isFullProf
committee : isResProf
)
] .

# Generated by the OWL API ( version 4.5.9.2019 -02 -01 T07 :24:44 Z )
https :// github . com / owlcs / owlapi
Listing 3.1: The complete OWL ontology for the example problem.
The ontology and its individuals were created completely in Protégé using an in-memory
representation of the graph. Exports were created for both the Graphviz plot and the TURTL
file. Apache Jena can readily consume the TURTL file for further processing.

3.4

Summary

This chapter introduces the concept of an ontology, including its common features and the
fundamental differences between ontologies and taxonomies. A simple example is presented
that shows how even simple relationships can be difficult to capture without the formalism
and reasoning abilities of ontological tools.
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The RDF-based languages for working with RDF, RDFS, and OWL are described with a
particular focus on those features that are most useful to this work. Useful tools for creating
ontologies and RDF models are also presented.
Finally, the original committee example was revisited using the tools and techniques
described for the RDF-based languages. This introduces formality, structure, and machinereadable properties that put the example, as simple as it is, on par with ontologies of much
broader appeal.
Using the languages and tools presented in this chapter, and the description of scientific
workflows and workflow engines provided elsewhere in this work, it is now possible to pursue
the goal of creating an ontology that accurately describes the phantasmagoria of scientific
workflows.
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Chapter 4
Scientific Workflow Ontology
The tools, techniques, and background knowledge provided in the previous chapters makes
it possible to answer important questions about an eclectic mix of workflow technologies.
These questions include “What is a workflow?” and “Are workflow management systems
conceptually the same?,” —all with the goal of establishing whether the tools are varied or
merely variegated. The first of these two questions —“What is a workflow?”— is of particular
interest in this work because a better understanding of the different types of workflows will
present the opportunity to examine problems that were previously too costly in manual labor
or altogether impossible.
The following sections present a workflow ontology, §4.2, and the method used to develop
it, §4.1. Finally, concrete examples of the application of this ontology to workflows “in the
wild” are provided to show its range as a decision-making and scientific computing tool.

4.1

Methodology

The scientific workflow ontology presented in §4.2 was developed by considering workflows
in two environments: (i) the context of problems they solve and (ii) as entities that are
executed by workflow management systems.
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4.1.1

Workflow Problems

Workflows are most interesting in the context of problems they solve.

As Chapter 1

demonstrates, because of the large number of these problems, it can be very difficult to
write an all-encompassing definition of a scientific workflow by looking only at the workflows
directly.
One classic way to solve calculus problems without an obvious solution is the method
of change of variables in which new variables related to the original variables by some
relationship are used in place of the originals. Changing variables makes it possible to mask
certain types of complexity to reveal direct methods of solving the problem. An analogy to
this method can be used to study scientific workflows. Specifically, seeking a definition for
workflow problems instead of workflows can make it possible to find a definition of scientific
workflows by “solving” for it.
It is sufficient for the purpose of this work to define a workflow problem by building
an ontological model based on the description of workflow management systems, workflows,
and data in other chapters. Workflow problems of any of type can be decomposed into three
required components: (i) The workflow description, (ii) the workflow engine or management
system that executes the workflow based on the description, and (iii) the data required to
fully describe and execute the workflow. The latter may include —but does not necessarily
require— metadata that describes the contents of the data itself, bulk data including values
and quantities of interest used in the workflow. (For the purposes of this work, it is sufficient
to consider provenance information as a type of metadata.) A workflow problem, then, is one
that is solved by providing a workflow description to a workflow management system with
all pertinent data in hand. Thus, by examining the set of workflow problems and workflow
management systems, while allowing data to act as a kind of free variable, it is possible to
describe the set of workflows completely.
This is an empirical way of thinking about workflows that results in an emergent
definition, versus a prescribed one. This method accepts that the community will move
as it sees fit, but asserts (quite strongly) that progress can still be made by considering what
exists collectively. The method is additive since any new workflow management system can
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be studied to learn about the workflows it supports, and the description of those workflows
can be added to the model created by the original effort. As the model grows, it will enclose a
larger area of the workflow space, resulting in the emergence of a new or updated description
of the set of abstract workflows.
This method responds well to a modeling treatment, and, indeed, may be described as a
modeling method. All the languages and tools in Chapter 3 can be applied.

4.1.2

Referenced Workflow Management Systems

Workflows from several workflow management systems were examined as part of this work.
This include workflows from Eclipse ICE, Taverna [75], Triquetrum [35], Pegasus [8], the
Common Workflow Language [20], Cylc [48], Chiron [65], Moteur [44], and SAW [37]. One
unnamed hierarchical workflow management system from Argonne National Laboratory was
also reviewed.

4.2

Workflow Ontology

This section describes an ontology for scientific workflows created using the method and
philosophy described in the previous section. Classes, object properties, and data properties
are listed subsequently. The full OWL ontology, (created in Protégé), is provided as a
TURTL file in Appendix 6.2 to preserve space for the narrative here. The full TURTL file
includes some axioms not discussed here.
Unlike the example in Chapter 3, no individuals are described in this section. The
following figures are Graphviz visualizations of subgraphs of the main ontology graph pulled
from Protégé using its OntoGraf plugin. These figures illustrate the relationships among the
core classes and properties of the ontology. Table 4.1 summarizes numerous metrics of the
ontology.
The full ontology is also preserved in the Eclipse ICE GitHub repository [29].
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Table 4.1: Ontology Statistics
Triple count
Axiom count
Logical axiom count
Declaration axioms count
Class count
Object property count
Data property count
Individual count
Annotation property count
SubClassOf
DisjointClasses
SubObjectPropertyOf
ObjectPropertyDomain
ObjectPropertyRange
SubDataPropertyOf
DataPropertyDomain
DataPropertyRange
AnnotationAssertion

241
161
53
40
25
9
3
0
8
21
5
3
10
7
1
4
2
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4.2.1

Classes

Action
This is an action that can be executed in a task of the workflow. Figure 4.1 shows this class.
Action Type
This resource defines the type of the action that will be executed. It distinguishes among
types of actions such as shell functions, user input, waiting, etc. Figure 4.2 shows this class.
Basic Action Type
The basic action type is the base class for basic actions that are typically considered native
actions of workflow engines that execute workflows. This includes actions such as moving
files or doing simple reductions.
Boolean Condition
Boolean conditions evaluate Boolean statements, such as “if” statements.
Common Workflow Language Tool
This node represents a common workflow language (CWL) tool, which is a description of a
command line tool used in CWL workflows.
Condition
Conditional actions types indicate that the action described by this type executes for the
purpose of evaluating some logical condition, such as a Boolean statement, a loop, a cycle,
or waiting (polling, checking) for feedback from an external agent.
The targetMethod object property of a condition must always point to one of the
functional (i.e. nonconditional) action types.
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Figure 4.1: Action and its relationships to other classes in the ontology.
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Figure 4.2: Action Type and its subclasses.
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Conditional Action
Conditional actions are actions that execute conditionally for either conditional tasks (i.e.
as part of the workflow) or as alternative execution flows when the task enters a different
state.
Conditional actions assigned to tasks indicate that the primary action of the task should
be executed according to the conditional action type until the condition action evaluates to
true.
Cycle
A cycle describes an action that exits when a condition describing the end of a cycle has
been met. Where a loop action type describes execution over a range, a cyclic action type
checks for the completion of a task cycle.
Generic Executable
The executable action type is the base class for actions that require executing generic
programs on the system.
External Agent Condition
The external agent condition describes an action that waits conditionally on feedback from
an external agent, including a human or an external service. Tasks can block themselves
to wait on feedback, but in some cases an explicit task may exist for a user that can be
described and explicitly executed in the workflow.
Fortran Function
The Fortran function action type is the base class for actions that require executing a function
in the Fortran programming language.
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Java Class
The Java class action type is the base class for actions that require executing a class in the
Java programming language. Action targets for this type should point to a single method
in the class that will create all necessary state information and configure the system before
executing. Thus, to execute a class Car, it may make sense to instead call a builder class
such as “CarBuilder.runCar.”
Language Invocation
This action type represents actions to invocation language-specific calls or executions as part
of the workflow. This could include, for example, executing a method on a native Java class,
a Fortran function or subroutine, or an R function.
Loop
The Loop describes an action that exits when a condition describing the end of a loop has
been met. The loop executes over a range and differs from a cyclic action type because the
latter checks for the completion of a task cycle.
Parallel Loop
A parallel loop condition indicates that the loop may be executed in parallel (i.e. that the
iterations of the loop are independent).
Python Script
The Python script action type is the base class for actions that require executing a script in
the Python programming language.
RESTful Web Service
This action types describes Representational State Transfer (RESTful) web services.
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SOAP Web Service
This action types describes simple object access protocol (SOAP) web services.
Shell Script
The shell script action type is for actions that require executing shell scripts on systems that
support shells.
State Change
A state change is executed under the condition that a task experiences a state change.
Task
Tasks are executed by workflows. They are modeled as the combination of an action and
properties defining the way that action should be executed.
Tasks may also be assigned conditional actions that evaluate when a certain condition
has been met based on the execution of the primary action with its properties. Figure 4.3
shows this class.
WSDL Web Service
This action types describes web service description language (WSDL) web services.
Web Service
The web service action type is the base class for actions that require executing remote web
services.
Workflow Description
This class provides a description of the data and tasks that make up a workflow. It describes
a collections of tasks that are executed to accomplish an activity with certain goals according
to various properties and possibly using some data. Figure 4.4 shows this class.
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Figure 4.3: Task and its relationship to actions, state changes, and workflow descriptions.
It is the central element of the workflow ontology.
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Figure 4.4: Workflow ontological class showing relationships to tasks and lower parts of
the workflow.
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4.2.2

Object Properties

depends On
This property indicates that the task (domain) depends on the successful execution of the
range, which is another task or set of tasks.
It is possible to declare multiple instances of this object property such that one task will
depend on the successful execution of multiple tasks.
executes
This property links a workflow description to a task it should execute.
has Action
This object property denotes that the task (domain) uses the action (range) to which it
points.
has Action Target
This tag describes the target (program, function, web service, etc.) the action should execute.
Its domain is tied to action, but its range is open to accommodate whatever the type of the
target is.
has Action Type
This property links a concrete action type to the subject, which must be an action instance.
has Condition
This property indicates that the conditional task (domain) is subject to the completion only
if the conditional action (range) executes successfully.
has Properties
This property indicates that the task (domain) has the properties described by the range.
The range is open because the type of the properties may be undefined.
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on State Change
This property links a task (domain) to a state change action (range) it should execute when
its state changes.

4.2.3

Datatype Properties

has Host
This property describes the host on which a task or workflow should be executed.
has State
This data property describes the present state of the task or workflow.
• Initialized — This pseudostate indicates that the state machine has fully initialized.
In practice, full and successful initialization results in an immediate local transition to
Ready.
• Failed — This state indicates that an unexpected failure happened while executing
the task.
• Reviewing — The Reviewing state is entered when a task needs to spend a large
amount of time to review information received for pre-, post-, or in situ processing that
is required to execute the task. Once the review is complete, the task will transition
into the Executing state in the ideal primary flow.
• Waiting — Tasks in the Waiting state are waiting on resources to be properly
allocated, including either compute or data resources.
• WaitingForInfo — Tasks in the WaitingForInfo state are waiting on information from
an external agent.
• Finished — This is the terminal state for the task and
• Executing — This state indicates that the task is presently executing the work
assigned to it.
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• Ready — The Ready state indicates that the task can be executed and that all
initialization has completed or that execution has finished and the task is ready to be
executed again.

4.3

Examples and Applications

This section shows examples and applications of workflows marked up as instances of the
workflow ontology. The full RDF listings for all examples are provided in the appendices.

4.3.1

Basic File Move

The first example is a very simple workflow showing the movement of a file from one location
to another. The workflow description executes a single task, which is specialized to move a
file using a dedicated action type. The action type uses a Java class as its target, and it uses
simple string values for file name input and output.
This example is important because it shows how simple it is to wire together a
straightforward workflow. The relationships among workflow descriptions, tasks, and actions
create a directed acyclic graph for this type of workflow. However, it is also important
because file transfer is a common task in many workflows, often occurring as a subworkflow
that executes before and after other tasks or before and after the main workflow.
Figure 4.5 shows a version of this example that has been slightly edited to better fit the
page. The full TURTL version of this workflow is available in the appendices, §B.

4.3.2

Combining Cycles and Loops

The next example covers a more complicated use case that is arguably uncommon in more
popular workflow engines: cycles and loops. This example, depicted in figure 4.6, describes a
simple workflow were 50 files are created using a threshold limiter and then deleted through
a standard 50 iteration loop. A threshold limiter limits the amount of something — in this
case the number of files created — based on a threshold.
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Figure 4.5: The basic file move workflow.
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Figure 4.6: Combined cycle and loop workflow example.
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This workflow is a simple model, but it is a good analog to more complicated systems
in which data is gathered until a threshold is crossed, such as the number of counts from a
detector, and then the set of files are processed in a loop. A threshold is well modeled by a
cycle because the system waits until the threshold is met, which requires a periodic (cyclic)
check against the limit.
The examples contains two tasks, #loopTask and #cycleTask, with the #loopTask being
dependent on #cycleTask. The dependency is because #cycleTask creates the files, which
must all exist before the #loopTask is executed. The action of the cycle task is to create a
file using the Linux “touch” command, and its condition is to created files until the number
of files in the directory is greater than 50. It checks the number of files using a Java program
called “fileCounter.” When this task is complete, the dependency for #loopTask is satisfied
and it can execute its action — the Linux “rm” command to remove a file. The condition
on the loop is that its action is executed for fifty iterations specified by the lowerBound,
upperBound, and stepSize properties.
Workflows such as this are easy to model in workflow systems where loops and cycles
are supported. It is also possible to execute this workflow in systems that do not directly
support those constructs by decomposing it into smaller workflows since the number of files is
fixed. The #cycleTask can be executed as a linear graph of fifty separate system checks. The
#loopTask can be unrolled to fifty separate executions of the remove command. However,
limited polling and unrolling, respectively, only work in cases where the total number of
iterations is fixed.
The full TURTL version of this workflow is available in the appendices, §F.

4.3.3

Pegasus Split Example

The Pegasus workflow management system is especially good at executing large, parallel
workflows. The Pegasus website and documentation provide a simple example of splitting
files into parts in parallel [16]. The workflow model of Pegasus is very well paired with the
workflow ontology, and mapping this example from its source can be accomplished in a very
straightforward fashion.
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Figure 4.7 is graph of the Pegasus splitting example showing only the most essential
parts, namely, tasks, actions, action types, and properties from the workflow ontology. Files
and parameters in Pegasus map directly to properties in the ontology, with the jobs that are
executed against them mapping to tasks and actions. This example illustrates how quickly
even a simple workflow can become too hard to easily visualize in its entire scope, so figure
4.8 shows (i) a greatly slimmed down version of the workflow graph that contains only the
tasks compared against (ii) the original graph of the image from the Pegasus website.
One important difference of the workflow ontology that is highlighted by Figure 4.8 is
that it models workflow tasks and their dependencies, whereas other workflow models are
focused on data flow. This is highlighted by the inversion of the arrow heads across the sides
of the image. In part a), the arrows point from the tasks at the top of the dependency chain
down to the initial task that has no dependencies against it. The opposite is true in part
b), which shows the initial task with no dependencies generating output that is fed into the
tasks where it is required.
Both views are correct: They are equally valid perspectives that are akin to saying
that “The donkey pulls the cart” and “The cart is pulled by the donkey.” As long as the
interpreter gets the point that the cart needs to move, there is not problem. This inverted
graph phenomenon is also witnessed in provenance graphs when compared against workflows
they describe (see §5.3.2).
The full TURTL version of this workflow is available in the appendices, §C.

4.3.4

Eclipse ICE II/III Task Model

Eclipse ICE, covered extensively in Chapter 2, uses a somewhat unique view of workflows
in its workflow model. Workflows in Eclipse ICE are executed as finite state machines that
can include human feedback, conditional branching, and error conditions. This makes it
possible to describe workflows in a conceptually-abstract way using state machine theory.
It remains possible to model the execution flow of these state machines as directed acyclic
graphs, which can be observed in Figure 4.9. When cast into the workflow ontology, it is
clear that the abstract workflow executed by ICE is directed and acyclic, even if its instances
may execute with cycles and other conditions.
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Figure 4.7: Only the most essential elements of the Pegasus split example as marked up in
the workflow ontology. This level of detail —far removed from the full details— shows the
high number of facts captured with semantic models.
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Figure 4.8: Graph of Figure 4.7 on the left with only the tasks shown compared with the
original Pegasus split example from the website on the right.
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Figure 4.9: The tasks, actions, and states of the standard workflow model of Eclipse ICE,
as graphed using the workflow ontology.
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ICE workflows start by setting up the Form used to collect #workflowProperties, which
is the #setupFormTask. The workflow continues through multiple tasks that depend on
the initial Form, as well as other tasks, and which cause state changes within the system.
On state changes, the task executes the #stateChangeAction to update the system state,
reconfigure data, and prepare the next task. User feedback is required, and the #submitForm
task will wait until this condition is met before transitioning to review and processing.
Like the earlier examples, arrows point from tasks to previously executed tasks through the
“dependsOn” property such that the last task, #processTask, shows up at the top and does
not appear to feed any other tasks.
The system goes from one task to another through the state changes. Each state change
configures the system so it can execute its next task and ensures that all previous steps were
executed properly. Thus, the internal logic of when a task is complete remains internal to
the workflow, and no external logic is required to satisfy task completion.
This example shows a very interesting relationship between the #hasCondition and
#dependsOn object properties in the ontology: Conditions are merely special, internal
dependencies that are managed directly by the task instead of the workflow engine.
Conditions execute small “micro-workflows” within the task that affect its completion, while
the workflow engine manages its completion by first executing the tasks on which it depends.
Thus, conditions can be thought of as merely subgraphs of the larger workflow that sit
between a task and its dependencies.
The full TURTL version of this workflow is available in the appendices, §D.

4.3.5

Neutron Scattering User Workflow and Data Pipeline

The Spallation Neutron Source and the High-Flux Isotope Reactor operated by Oak Ridge
National Laboratory are the premiere neutron sources in the United States. Figure 4.10
shows the idealized, conceptual workflow that users can expect while performing experiments
at the facility.1 This is a good example of the conceptual workflows mentioned in Chapter
1, §1.3, because it cannot be executed and represents high-level, idealized tasks.
1

Image and information courtesy of the author.
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Figure 4.10: Conceptual neutron scattering user workflow and data pipeline.
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Figure 4.11 shows the graph of this workflow when translated to the workflow ontology.
One immediate observation is that conceptual workflows may not require a deep translation
to be understandable and that in some cases only tasks are needed to describe conceptual
workflows. Still, it is useful to look at conceptual workflows in the same framework as
concrete workflows to understand how conceptual workflows can evolve to be concrete and
executable in the future.
Another important observation is that this workflow is cyclic. It is tempting to believe
that the Design of Experiments task is the first task because it is the top-most, left-most
task in the diagram, which to English speakers may suggest that it is special. It is true that
in some cases Design of Experiments may be the first task, but many users walking through
this workflow start at other points, such as “HPC, Modeling/Simulation, AI/ML” because
they approach the problem from a theoretical perspective. There are several others cycles
between the various parts of the graph, such as the “Data Reduction” to “Data Curation
and Archival” to “HPC, Modeling/Simulation, AI/ML” cycle.
The full TURTL version of this workflow is available in the appendices, §E.

4.4

Summary

This chapter presents the methodology and reasoning behind creating a workflow ontology
using the methods discussed in Chapter 3, the ontology for scientific workflows itself, and
five examples of scientific workflows mapped or translated into instance graphs of the
ontology. The examples, in particular, demonstrate the central thesis of this work that
a comprehensive metamodel of scientific workflows could describe multiple types of scientific
workflows. This includes high-throughput (Pegasus); modeling and simulation (Eclipse ICE);
iterative workflows that run repeated, looping, and cyclic tasks (the cyclic looping example);
and purely conceptual workflows that are not executed by machines; but remain important
for communication and other work (neutron scattering user workflow and data pipeline).
The examples further demonstrate that common patterns can be described by the ontology
in a common way that is agnostic to the underlying platform, much like design patterns in
programming (Move Workflow example).
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Figure 4.11: Conceptual neutron scattering user workflow and data pipeline graphed in
the workflow ontology.
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What remains is the final question of this thesis: If scientific workflows can be uniformly
described, what are the implications for interoperability? Chapter 5 will seek to address this
question by examining the many different facets of interoperability.
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Chapter 5
Seeking Interoperability
Having ontological tools for describing scientific workflows makes it possible to consider how
workflow management systems might interoperate. This could include executing workflow
campaigns that combine and distribute workflows based solely on the descriptions of the
workflows themselves. Interoperable workflow management systems would be extremely
valuable to the scientific computing community because of the need to solve increasingly
interdisciplinary problems, often using highly componentized domain-specific workflow tools
while leveraging exotic architectures.
This chapter explores various aspects of interoperability, including its important relationship to interchangeability, and how differences in workflows and subworkflows can be
identified ontologically and be shared. Finally, as an example of what ontological tools can
offer, a new system for exchanging workflows, data, and metadata that is built on ontological
principles is discussed in the context of distributed workflow provenance.

5.1

Interoperability

A number of community calls have been made for interoperability. For example, Session IV of
the Twentieth Anniversary Meeting of the SOS Workshop (SOS20) focused on workflow and
workflow management system development activities of the three participating institutions:
Sandia National Laboratories, Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), and the Swiss
National Supercomputing Centre [67]. Multiple presenters illustrated the challenges facing
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the workflow science community and agreed that no single workflow management system
could satisfy all the needs of those present. Instead, attendees proposed that the community
as a whole would be served best by seeking to enable interoperability where possible.
Workflow interoperability is not just a conceptual attribute; it has important practical
implications. For example, DOE leadership computing facilities, as in §1.5, are affected
by the lack of interoperability of all types. Consider the possibility that every facility
could end up supporting different workflow systems entirely so that workflows at one
facility cannot be run at another without significant work to install one or more additional
workflow management systems! This idea is also illustrated well in The Future of Scientific
Workflows report through the concept of the “large-scale science campaign” [39]. Such a
campaign integrates multiple workflows, not necessarily all in the same workflow management
system or at the same facility, to perform data acquisition from experimental equipment,
modeling and analysis with supercomputers, and data analysis with either grid computing
or supercomputers.
There are several related but distinct concepts that require further consideration:
1. Distributed workflow system interoperability that executes a large workflow across
multiple workflow management systems.
2. Workflow transferability that uses the same workflows to solve different science
problems.
3. Execution delegation of workflows to systems that can execute workflow not supported
by the original system.
4. Interchangeable workflow systems and components that can equally execute the same
workflows regardless of origin, domain, or other distinguishing factors.
A primary driver for seeking interoperability across workflow systems (the first case) has
been the need to address larger scientific problems that can be solved only with workflows
that require multiple systems for complete execution. Two successful examples of limited
interoperability between workflow systems are discussed in [34] and [53]. Notably, both
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projects leveraged flavors of the Ptolemy framework, namely Triquetrum and Kepler, and
delegated the execution of workflows.

5.1.1

Interoperable Versus Interchangeable

It is important to understand the distinction between interoperable and interchangeable.
Interoperable describes systems that work together by exchanging information, and interchangeable describes things that can be substituted exactly for each other.
Interchangeable workflows would mean that any workflow management system could
interpret the workflow description for any other workflow management system. Interchangeable workflow descriptions would be as easy to swap as components in computers or parts on
two cars of the same model. On the other hand, interoperability for workflows would mean
that the workflow management systems that execute workflows could exchange information
and operate together to ensure complete execution of the workflows.
Requiring components to be interchangeable is a stronger constraint on systems than
requiring that they be interoperable. The examples of §4.3 can be used to illustrate this.
Consider the move workflow of §4.3.1. If two systems supported interchangeable workflow
descriptions, then both systems would be required to fully execute the original workflows.
Interoperable workflow systems would instead only be required to execute the pieces they
could - perhaps #moveAction - while leaving the rest to partnering systems.
The conceptual neutron scattering workflow shown in Figure 4.10 depicts a system of
interoperable workflow management systems. This is evident because no one system could
be reasonably expected to do all the proposed tasks. Modeling and simulation tools to
perform density functional theory calculations are not the same as tools used to capture,
reduce, and curate experimental data. (The differences in workflow management tools across
these broad domains are discussed extensively in Chapter 1.) Real user workflows that are
executed to realize this conceptual workflow link together many different workflow tools,
scripts, and packages that translate, shape, convert, and otherwise manipulate input and
output data between the steps. Each little piece of software does its part to exchange and
transmute the data in such a way that the other pieces can use it, and, therefore, creates an
interoperable ecosystem.
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This chapter explores the lesser of these two, interoperability, because there are
immediate use cases for describing workflows in a common way and distributing the
execution across multiple systems.

These needs exist in science because, as in the

previous example, no workflow management system exists that can handle every subject.
Many workflow systems exist that cannot be changed but must still be used. On the
contrary, interchangeable workflows would require that all the systems be rebuilt to meet
“interchangeability standards,” which would increase the development burden and thereby
decrease the probability of developers supporting it.

5.1.2

Practical Hangups and Examples

Practical systems exhibit many properties not found in theoretical systems that limit or
prohibit the ability of developers to provide any of the four properties listed previously.
This could be as conceptually simple as language differences that impede communication,
challenges with backwards compatibility, missing features in standard libraries, or as complex
as deep, subtle design differences that are not easily rectified without translation or
reimplementation. Theoretically these challenges can all be rectified in a few pages of
instructive text. However, an old economic adage applies: “There ain’t no such thing as
a free lunch.”1 That is, someone must do the work to address these issues in real systems.
Consider some of the issues that can be quickly and easily identified between Eclipse
ICE versions 2.0 and 3.0. An existing system, such as Eclipse ICE 2.0, likely has a large
number of features, requirements, bug fixes, and —being completely honest— “hacks” that
were necessary to achieve desired functionality. These could be very obvious, such as the
fact that Eclipse ICE 2.0 does not use the Resource Description Framework (RDF) whereas
version 3.0 does. Several examples of these types of problems are discussed next to illustrate
the nature of compatibility issues between systems, including systems developed by the same
authors.
1

Physicists quickly recognize this as a concise restatement of the laws of thermodynamics. Arguably, an
experimental thermodynamicist would never get bored applying their trade to the study of programmers.
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Changes in Data Structure Design
ICE 3.0 using RDF to describe its data structures is one example of a difference between it
and a legacy system such as ICE 2.0. At a design level, this means that ICE 3.0 has data
structures that are described completely declaratively and ontologically in RDF, the RDF
Schema languages (RDFS), or the Web Ontology Language (OWL). The definitions of the
data structures are defined in OWL, which is itself defined in RDF, and instances of these
data structures are defined in RDF as well. The ontology exists in one OWL-RDF file, and
the instances exist in their own files that import the base ontology.
ICE 3.0 not only has different data structures but also uses uses a third-party library,
Apache Jena, to implement these data structures and provide useful services, such as
mapping to HTTP/HTTPS servers or reading and writing to disks. ICE 2.0 used a custom
implementation of its data structures, which were originally transcoded from UML to Java
and updated thereafter by hand.
Other differences are far more subtle and demanding in their detail. Data structures
in ICE 2.0 manage their own notifications. Observers can register as listeners to a data
structure in ICE 2.0, and that data structure will notify the observer when it changes. This
is a very low-level implementation of the observer pattern that was designed to (i) facilitate
live updates in user interfaces and (ii) asynchronously manage dependencies between data
structures. The latter case made it possible for a data structure to change its own value in
response to a change made to a second data structure that was observing what was modified
in the user interface. Both data structures would then asynchronously update their own
observers, and the user interface would finally update dynamically. Such a complicated case
as this is commonly used in ICE 2.0, and live updates to the user interface happen within
every workflow task.
RDF and OWL models in Apache Jena (and thus ICE 3.0) are available only at the
highest level of the data model, and they are very coarse grained: They say only that the
model changed, not what data structure in the model changed. This is a completely valid
way to handle update notifications; but in contrast to the model of ICE 2.0, it requires a
full reload of the data structures by clients, including user interfaces. It has the distinct
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advantage of using far less resources than the ICE 2.0 model, namely that it does not launch
separate threads for each update, but it comes at the possible cost of an expensive reload
with every significant update. However, there are numerous strategies for mitigating the
performance cost of a large reload.
The implications of a subtle change like this can be far reaching. For example, ICE 2.0
workflows that execute in ICE 3.0 will need to be broken into smaller pieces that divide any
regions of dependency management into distinct steps. Alternatively, a decorator pattern
could be implemented around the model to capture function calls and thereby identify which
elements of the data model updated. This would, in effect, achieve the properties of the ICE
2.0 model using the new model provided through Apache Jena.

5.2

Using the Ontology for Interoperability

The ontology in Chapter 4 is shown by example to cover a range of workflows. Four of the five
examples are workflows that can be executed, with two of the examples being executed from
significantly different workflow engines, Eclipse ICE and Pegasus. Suppose that these four
workflows were to be strung together into a single workflow that accomplishes the following:
1. Gathers some data using a threshold limiter
2. Moves the data to a work directory
3. Splits the data into smaller files
4. Performs simulations using the data and some human feedback as input
5. Moves the data and results back to the original directory
6. Loops over all the files in the directory, deleting the unneeded ones
This combined workflow campaign stitches some of the workflows together directly (steps
2–5) and splits the cycling and looping workflow to stage data. Conceptually, this is simple,
but in practice it may require years of work.
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The remaining question of this work is whether or not the workflow ontology simplifies
the execution of a workflow campaign, such as that described by this example; that is, does it
help the workflow management systems charged with executing these workflows interoperate?
The answer is that, in principle, it does because (i) the ontology supports nested workflows
by domain and range restrictions on the workflow description and task classes and (ii) it
provides a formal, common language for describing these different workflows that could not
otherwise be described collectively. Together these two properties mean that any combination
of workflows can be walked as a tree, split, and be (re)-combined so long as the workflows
(ontology instances) are understood by the “client” workflow management systems.
An alternative answer to this question is from the practical perspective of §5.1.2: In
so far as the workflow ontology can describe workflows for different systems perfectly, it
serves only to prove how different they are. Thus, practically, the answer is also that the
ontology does not facilitate greater interoperability for workflows because it does not address
the differences in software and present capabilities across workflow management systems,
including the absence of any particular open application programming interfaces. This is a
perspective that couples the execution of a workflow problem to the workflow management
system made to solve it in the first place.
How can these two positions be rectified? On the one hand, there is a promise of improved
interoperability provided by machine-readable formality and rigor. On the other, there is the
very practical point that most workflow management systems today are in closed ecosystems.
The answer is that the workflow ontology should not be used for anything other than what
it is: a means to formally describe, capture, and share information about workflows. It can
fix only problems it was developed to solve. However, it can serve as an important decisionmaking tool and virtual road map for developers, designers, users, and project planners, while
remaining usable by a select few tools to translate, decompose, cataloger, and investigate
workflows. The formality and machine readability has certain other implications that are are
discussed in Chapter 6. Effectively using the workflow ontology requires a graded approach.
The following sections provide instructions for several use cases of the workflow ontology
applied to practical workflow problems.
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5.2.1

Typing Workflows

Chapter 1 includes details for multiple distinct types of workflows, and the workflow ontology
can be used to categorize any workflow into these types. First, create a model of the
workflow in question and visualize it (possibly using Graphviz). The type of workflow can
be determined as follows:
• If the workflow is linear, with no loops, cycles, and directed dependencies, then the
workflow is a high-throughput workflow based on a directed acyclic graph.
• If the workflow requires conditional behavior and external (possibly human) feedback
and exhibits state changes, then it may be a modeling and simulation or similar type
of workflow.
• If the workflow requires only tasks with few concrete parameters, properties, or
anything that would make it executable, then it is a conceptual workflow.
• If the workflow appears to have an embedded workflow that is executed iteratively
or repeatedly in a loop or threshold cycle, then it may be a testing, optimization, or
analysis workflow.

5.2.2

Comparing Workflows

Workflows can be compared directly using the workflow ontology. This is useful for workflows
typed as described in the previous section or for workflows that are very similar to each other
but described in separate and perhaps confusing description languages. First, create a model
of two or more workflows using the workflow ontology, starting with the workflow description
(root), tasks, actions, and task dependencies. If a precise relationship between the workflows
(or lack thereof) cannot be determined because the tasks are too similar, continue to model
the properties and, if necessary, any state changes in the model.
This may be done either manually or by using RDF tools such as Apache Jena. Ontology
and RDF model mergers are common features of these tools since the semantic underpinnings
of RDF make it possible to compare graphs directly. The knowledge to use the ontology
to determine whether or not two workflow models are similar is embedded in the graph
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structure itself. Nodes (tasks, actions, etc.) can be compared as the graphs are walked,
either to neighbors at the same level or to different levels across the graphs.

5.2.3

Building Campaigns

Workflow campaigns can be built in a straightforward fashion once workflows have been
typed, compared, and thoroughly analyzed. For workflows that can actually be executed, a
new root-level workflow description must be created. Each distinct workflow description that
will be part of the campaign can be added into the new parent workflow description through
the ontology’s “executes” object property, which can be applied to workflow descriptions
as well as tasks. This produces a single workflow description with all subservient workflow
descriptions in the same graph.
Distributed workflow campaigns can be produced by using the “hasHost” property for
workflow descriptions and tasks to indicate that the selected portion should be executed on
the specified host.
Alternatively, workflow campaigns can be created by simply subdividing workflows to
create subworkflows that are executed on their own resources.

This process works by

identifying distinct branches of a workflow description and applying the “hasHost” property
to the tasks of those branches.

5.3

Building an Interoperable Data, Provenance, and
Workflow Metadata Management System

The previous discussion on interoperability (and much of this work at large) makes a very
important assumption: it takes for granted that workflows and related artifacts can be easily
shared. In practice, it may be very difficult to share real workflows and related artifacts
because they are prohibitively large, exist on different networks, are stored in different layouts
or orders (i.e. endianness), or require special privileges for access.
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This section describes the Basic Artifact Tracking System (BATS) that was developed
as part of this thesis work to address data management, provenance, workflow metadata
capture, and seamless sharing.
BATS looks at sharing as a separable problem. Bulk data of meaningful values should
be stored separately from metadata, and both of those should be managed separately from
the search indices and sharing platform. It is beneficial (although not strictly required) for
artifacts stored in BATS to have metadata described by one or more ontologies. In the very
specific case of Eclipse ICE 3.0, this includes workflows built using the workflow ontology
and data using the new Eclipse ICE data ontology mentioned in §5.1.2.
The discussion that follows focuses specifically on sharing provenance as a good working
example, although as discussed this is virtually the same as storing the workflow data itself
for a verbose and sophisticated provenance model.

5.3.1

Sharing Provenance

Consider the following statement about the provenance of a piece of data A:
A was generated yesterday using linear regression on B and stored in file C.
Provenance capture as it pertains to information, in this case A, is the process of collecting
metadata about the creation, manipulation, and use of that information. This is important
when the history of A needs to be trusted and verified or in situations where A needs to be
reused or reproduced reliably. The provenance in this case describes how A was generated
(linear regression), what data it was generated from (B), where it was stored (C), the nature
of that storage (a file), and when these things occurred (yesterday).
The previous example could also be taken as a description of a very basic scientific
workflow describing how to manipulate B to generate A and stage the results in file
C.

The overlap is this close only in the most basic examples.

One key difference

between these perspectives is that the workflow description is executable in some workflow
management system, but the provenance is a persistent record about that workflow. Over
time the provenance trail for A might also encompass workflows across many executions
or multiple workflow management systems and have additional preservation requirements.
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This conceptual proximity leads many workflow management systems to include complete
workflow descriptions in provenance records, and some workflow management systems can
recreate and execute workflows from their provenance records alone.
However, one significant problem for provenance as it relates to scientific workflows is
that there are no standard ways to share it. Although some workflow management systems
provide integrated provenance repositories, the practice is not universal and the provenance
repositories might not be designed with other systems in mind. What if a highly cited
publication relied on results generated from a scientific workflow that could be reproduced
quickly if its full history was available? Furthermore, what if it were possible to compute new
and equally significant results in record time by using the history to generate a new workflow
description with minor modifications to the original? Both of these may be relatively
simple to accomplish in a single, well-designed workflow management system that captures
provenance, but there is no readily available general-purpose solution.
This work argues that a permissioned distributed ledger is an efficient solution to share
workflow provenance between networked peers. The distributed ledger would act as the
broker between peers to execute workflows as transactions on the network, and each
transaction would be recorded in the ledger as usual. The act of recording the transactions
would, in effect, be capturing the root node of the provenance graph, which would be
augmented by additional information stored in the transaction record to point to systemspecific provenance information. The benefits to this are that transactions in distributed
ledgers are (i) shared across the network to establish consensus on their validity and (ii)
made immutable by encoding the state in a distributed hash list, which ensures integrity.
Trust among peers is established by cryptographic keys in permissioned ledgers (as opposed
to proof-of-work schemes), so only minor resources are required to join the network.
The remainder of this section investigates this possibility. Section 5.3.2 provides a general
overview of provenance, as well as the basics behind distributed ledgers. Section 5.3.3
presents the case for using distributed ledgers for this purpose in more detail.
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5.3.2

Workflow Provenance Background

The issues around provenance for workflows, including scientific workflows, have been
thoroughly investigated elsewhere in the literature. Data provenance for workflows has been
investigated particularly thoroughly in the data science community (c.f. [38]), as well as with
workflow management systems for modeling and simulation provenance capture. However,
some systems capture provenance by explicitly generating graph-based provenance models
[69], while others follow a “log everything” style [30].
Multiple provenance standards exist, most of which are applicable to problems in broader
scientific domains, as well as workflow science. The PROV Model, for example, is a standard
for capturing provenance developed as a successor to the Open Provenance Model [10] [61].
In PROV, provenance is modeled with a data model, PROV-DM, and can be stored in
XML, RDF, Dublin Core, and a human-readable form for examples. Constraints can also be
applied using the PROV-CONSTRAINTS module. Provenance is stored in a tree in PROV,
and the data model includes entities, activities, usage, generation, time, and other elements.
In tree-based provenance models such as PROV, provenance is captured in a tree
beginning with an element, usually an entity, at the root node. Entities are normally the root
node because they are often the end product or are used as the source to generate other data.
Depending on the model, the element at the root node will be either the initial element or
the final entity. For example, PROV roots the provenance tree in the final created entity, and
edges in the tree indicate usage or generation going backwards in time from the end to the
beginning. This is a natural representation when considering the question “Where did this
element come from?”, whereas a time-forward perspective is natural when considering the
question “What did this element become or produce?” Activities in tree-based provenance
models are models as nodes, like entities.
Event-based or “log everything” provenance models provide detailed provenance information based on logs created from events in the system. Workflow management systems
can easily generate this type of provenance trail as the workflow is executed (which is why
it was chosen in [30]). As the workflow is executed, the input and output are captured at
each step, as well as a description of or the entire instruction set, and logged. The entire
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workflow description might be saved as well. Information on activities, entities, time, and
other elements can be captured the same as a tree-based provenance model. The provenance
information is most commonly available in the form of logs but might be generated as
separate provenance reports in some systems. Although it is conceivable that a provenance
trail in an event-based system could be ordered with time running backwards, as with all
event-based systems it is much more common to find a time-forward representation. Some
systems, including those in [30] and [23], can use this type of provenance record to enable
“fast replays” of workflows.
Distributed Ledgers
Distributed ledgers are linked collections of records about transactions that are distributed
across a peer-to-peer network without any central authority. The Blockchain data structure
that forms the basis of the BitCoin cryptocurrency is the most well-known implementation
of a distributed ledger [62]. Records, or groups of records called Blocks, are linked in order
through a hash list where each item is linked to the one before and after it through a unique
hash of the record(s), forming a “chain.” Without a central authority to certify the validity
of records, the means of determining consensus on whether or not records are valid requires
the use of a consensus algorithm executed by nodes in the network. The exact algorithm
used depends on whether or not the ledger is open or permissioned. Open networks, such
as cryptocurrencies, tend to determine consensus through proof-of-work algorithms [62] or
through proof of stake [19].
The basic operation of a distributed ledger is as follows, assuming an underlying
Blockchain implementation:
• A transaction is executed on the network between entities A and B to create asset C.
• The transaction is time-stamped and added to a collection of unverified transactions,
which are linked to previously verified transactions through a hash.
• A check (such as proof of work) is executed on the collected transactions to ascertain
their validity.
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• The majority of nodes in the remainder of the network comes to a consensus on
the result of the check as presented by the original node or nodes that checked the
collection.
• The collection is accepted, and its hash is used for the next collection; the process is
then repeated.
The most appealing features of distributed ledgers are that a central authority is not
required and that the combination of consensus algorithms and a hash list (or hash tree) to
verify and store the transactions creates a very reliable system. Because of this, distributed
ledgers have found application in cryptocurrencies, traditional financial markets, and many
other areas [4] [18]. The applicability of Blockchain to business process modeling has also
been investigated [58].
Permissioned Versus Open Networks
Open networks must use proof-based algorithms to establish trust because members of the
network are inherently untrustworthy. Thus, by providing proof that is acceptable to a
majority of the remaining network, nodes can be added to the list. Since the proof might be
computationally expensive, cryptocurrencies provide the incentive of receiving coins in the
currency appropriate to the work.
If the primary motivation of such a costly proof scheme is to create trust between
untrustworthy parties, one obvious alternative is to work only with trustworthy nodes.
Permissioned networks are formed by nodes identified by strong cryptographic keys and
are allowed to join by permission of other members in the network. Reaching consensus
in this situation is as simple as making sure that the source of the transaction and its
purpose are valid between some parties on the network. No incentive is required to check
transactions and vouch for them in this case beyond membership in the network, which
improves performance and alleviates any concern about the work, stake, or cost required to
participate.
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Smart Contracts
A smart contract, or simply a contract in this context, is a small piece of code that is
executed in response to a transaction. Business logic executed on the network is done so
through contracts. Contracts can have many uses, although some ledgers might limit the
type of code that can be executed for either architectural reasons or security.
Relationship to Other Technologies
A number of technologies are closely related to distributed ledgers.

Blockchain data

structures are implemented using Merkle trees [59], as are other distributed databases
and version control systems, such as Git.

Substantial work is ongoing to improve on

the performance of distributed ledgers and Blockchains in particular. For example, the
PHANTOM protocol, based on BlockDAG, alleviates many of the performance issues that
are side effects of Nakamoto’s original consensus scheme and allows for asynchronous, fast
block creation. Other efforts are also investigating the use of Blockchain technologies for
provenance capture [71][76].

5.3.3

Distributed Ledgers for Workflow Provenance

The promise of a permissioned ledger for managing workflow provenance is that a large,
secure network of peers can quickly and automatically share provenance information without
additional work and in a way that preserves the integrity of the provenance record. Although
there might be other means to accomplish this task, permissioned distributed ledgers have
additional properties that map well onto those required of a good provenance record.
• Transaction records, which would describe workflow executions in this case, are
immutable. Placement in the ledger requires linking to the previous and next records
in the Merkle tree/hash list/Blockchain backing the ledger. Thus, the record cannot
be changed without changing the entire set of records.
• Transaction records are secure. In addition to inheriting immutability, which is itself a
good component of security, records are deemed valid by trusted network peers. This
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offers both security through consensus and security through the “reputation” of the
peers.
• Transaction records can hold significant amounts of state. Records include information
about themselves, such as when they were created, what the transaction was meant
to do, etc. However, contracts can be used to inject additional state into the records,
which could include root node provenance information, or to provide extra provenance
parameters to the workflow management system on the supply side of the transaction.
• Transaction records are uniquely identifiable in the ledger and can be found through
queries.
• Transaction records are uniformly identifiable in the ledger, meaning that the same
method to identify one transaction can be used to uniquely identify others. Thus, at
a very high level, such a scheme would imply that the root of any provenance record
could be found without requiring knowledge of the exact provenance standard used by
the workflow management systems at the nodes.
• The ledger can be walked easily in either time-backward or time-forward order,
matching either tree-based or event-based provenance models.
These properties also suggest that ledgers would be good for managing provenance
regardless of whether or not the ledger was distributed. (Trusted peers could be queried
secretly and their consensus computed locally, for example.)
Capture Model
In a distributed ledger, workflow management systems would be peers on the network, along
with clients that represent humans and possibly other service nodes, such as nodes for staging
data. The latter point makes sense because moving data can itself be considered a part
of setup or post-processing workflows. Transactions—workflow executions—would occur
when one peer in the network asks another to execute a workflow, which would start by
executing a contract to initiate the actual workflow execution. Once the task was complete,
the transaction would be tested for validity and consensus gained on the network, at which
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point details about the workflow execution would be logged. Workflow management systems
could either export the entire provenance record into the contract code that executed the
workflow, which could write it as state in the network, or add an entry to the state that
describes the provenance standard used by the system and a second entry pointing to the
file/resource that contains the rest of the provenance record. The first case has the benefit
that the provenance record will never be lost as long as the ledger exists, but the second
case might be more scalable because it requires less compute cycles and stores less data. In
practice, these options could be used together without an obvious downside.
One interesting case to consider is whether the client systems are using the workflow
ontology for capturing instance metadata and a provenance model such as PROV. PROV
is RDF-based, just like the workflow ontology, and would merge naturally into the instance
graph for any workflow described by the ontology because of the Anyone can say Anything
about Anything principle. This implies that providing either the whole graph of transactions
or the information task by task (transaction by transaction) are equivalent.
Access
There is little reason to consider the use of a distributed ledger for workflow provenance
that is not permissioned since presumably all of the peers using the network would be at
scientific institutions of one form or another. Thus, the numerous issues associated with
proof schemes, be they proof of work, stake, or time, could be avoided by registration alone.
The full transaction log could be shared publicly as well so that others could benefit from
the work, even if they do not contribute to it. However, the question of proprietary data in
the ledger requires a slightly different solution.
Proprietary data or data that cannot otherwise be revealed to the public can be stored in
a distributed ledger and is not necessarily a reason to choose either an open or permissioned
ledger for scientific workflows. Hyperledger, for example, solves the issue of proprietary
network in the ledger by introducing channels [3]. Private transactions are handled in private
channels, and although the existence of the transaction is recorded in the ledger, no state is
saved for that transaction, which hides all the secret information. This is a nice alternative
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that makes it possible to share some information while saving other information instead of
completely hiding the ledger behind permissioning or adopting another technology.

5.4

Summary

This chapter discusses various considerations for interoperability for scientific workflows.
This includes examining different facets of interoperability and interchangeability. It also
provides a practical example of where two workflow systems written by the same authors can
suffer from real-world limitations in their programming that limit or prohibit interoperability.
A detailed discussion of how the workflow ontology can be used in a graded approach to
study and make decisions about workflows is also provided. It illustrates a problem faced
by many new tools but especially this one: Promising opportunities would be available if
tighter integration existed within the tooling stack. However, this situation limits only the
usefulness of the workflow ontology as a programming tool; it still functions well as a tool
for reasoning and discussing scientific workflows.
The artifact tracking example provided in this chapter shows how ontological tools can
be used to build new systems that are naturally interoperable, as well as how this type of
work requires us to examine our most basic assumptions about how and when information
is shared. This example is provided to illustrate how new technologies can leverage the
workflow ontology from the outset to solve new problems.
This example also demonstrates how RDF triple stores and newer technologies, such as
distributed ledgers, can be used to create compatibility between provenance models and other
artifacts for scientific workflows. There might be significant benefits to using distributed
ledgers for capturing provenance because of how easily it enables sharing and search while
also mixing in graded standardization.
The next chapter considers these findings and other aspects of this work to draw
conclusions about the value of ontological tools in the scientific workflow space.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
It would certainly be fair to conclude that this work has a slight epistemological flare. Much
of this work is focused on the insistence that different types of workflows can all be justifiably
described as workflows. While this is indeed epistemological, it is necessary in light of the
extremely great challenges posed by next-generation problems, etc. It is not sufficient to
merely assert equality in lieu of developing a sophisticated and beneficial understanding.
Chapter 1 describes the problems that exist because of the proliferation of scientific
workflow management systems and thus the need for a more common understanding. In
an ideal world, it would be great for a set of common building blocks to be adopted and
used widely, but that remains highly unlikely for the simple fact that developers, scientists,
and other makers are all busy people and the effort is costly. This phenomenon is well
documented in [66], which describes how developers, increasingly pressed to deliver more
with less, push for the solutions that make them more productive and thus more valuable. It
is easy to say that everyone would be more productive with sophisticated common building
blocks, but while years of effort are being expended to make the one true set of common
building blocks that will make everyone productive, developers will be making tools that
make them successful and moving on to more complicated problems. Thus the best solution
is develop a common understanding of these tools and problems.
This conclusion is well supported by the narrative herein. While Chapter 1 reviews many
of the existing workflow technologies that are commonly recognized, Chapter 2 presents a
detailed account of a modeling and simulation workflow management system, where decision
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making, looping, human/intelligent agent intervention, and cycling all exist within the same
workflow. The examples of Chapter 4 show that the workflow ontology can indeed be used
to describe these different types of workflows from the previous chapters in a consistent,
semantic way.
Chapter 5 concludes that although it is impossible to apply the workflow ontology
to enable interoperability in a broad sense because of the significant differences between
workflow management systems, it remains possible for some systems. Furthermore, the
decision-making power provided by the workflow ontology is decoupled from the actual code
that is written to execute the workflows. Execution is not a requirement if value is gained
elsewhere, including in reasoning and planning.
One final conclusion of note is that the workflow ontology is better at highlighting the
differences between workflows than the similarities. The examples of §4.3 are unremarkable
in their similarities: they all have tasks gathered together that require some properties
and execute based on some order by dependency. The differences are the most interesting
part, with cycles and other features acting as key indicators of topics in need of further
investigation.

6.1

Future Work

A good body of future work could in principle be built off of this thesis. What follows
is a discussion of these opportunities and nascent ideas, including more obvious efforts in
ontologies and less obvious opportunities with artificial intelligence.

6.1.1

Execution and Data Ontologies

Perhaps the most obvious area for future work is building on the work of others described in
Chapter 1 to develop an ontology for workflow management systems. This was not pursued
as part of this work in part because it is largely covered by the work of Yu and Buyya,
as discussed earlier. It would be a relatively simple (but not trivial) exercise to convert
their taxonomy to an ontology. Lower nodes in their taxonomy would best be served by
being converted to object properties, just like the lower nodes in the example of §3.2 where
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crossovers and shared relationships were needed. This ontology would be good companion
to the workflow ontology of Chapter 4.
The other reason why this was not covered by this work is that there is little debate within
the community on what a workflow management system is. Workflow management systems
are easily recognized. However, as discussed herein, there remains substantial debate on the
definition of a scientific workflow; and thus it is the more pressing area where research is
needed. To put this another way: while it would be valuable to have an ontology for workflow
management systems, they are much more understood than the workflows they execute.
Data ontologies are another area where some future work might exist. It is questionable
that endeavoring to create individual ontologies for all data models is valuable and
productive, but more general metamodels would be useful. The SciData model is one such
effort [15]. The challenge for SciData and similar efforts is being descriptive enough to
capture data across multiple domains. Their value proposition applies to the future of this
work as well: uniformity (and/or transitivity) in data models increases productivity and
drives discovery by eliminating knowledge gaps and duplication. Until sophisticated data
metamodels are developed, adopted, and supported by tooling ecosystems, the best but far
from optimal solution is to use RDF, as was done in the examples of §4.3.

6.1.2

Artificial Intelligence for Workflows

Humans are the ultimate tool builders; but perhaps more important, we are especially good
at recognizing when new tools are needed. Digging holes with shovels is all well and good
since it is much better than using our hands, but excavators are far superior for large jobs.
Never has this been more true than in our quest to develop artificial intelligence and machine
learning (AI/ML) tools.
One extremely interesting possibility for the application of AI/ML is to develop a platform
that can automatically ingest new workflow engines and tasks into an executable service
framework based only on new software or data artifacts that are dynamically discovered.
Previous work on the Eclipse ICE project examined this in the context of using grammar
inference to automatically generate workflow tasks, shims, and input/output routines for new
workflow tasks, [25]. The effort combined code generation tools from Xtext, Backus-Naur
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forms in context-free grammars, and workflow tools to create a capstone in an automation
trend for the Eclipse ICE project: plugins that required two or more weeks to write by hand
when the project started could be autogenerated in a fraction of a second eight years later
with generative models.
A similar but broader effort could be undertaken using the workflow ontology as an
intermediate object representation (IOR) for workflow models and a microservices framework
as the coupler for workflow management systems. The conceptual workflow for hooking up
a new workflow model and/or management system would be as follows:
1. Apply grammar inference tools to example workflows from the new system to learn the
grammar.
2. Probablistically match workflow elements to workflow ontology elements to map to the
IOR.
3. Use the grammar and the IOR to automatically generate input/output routines for
manipulating workflows for the new system.
4. Generate a wrapper microservice for executing the new workflow management system.
Such an effort would be difficult and could cover a decade or more of research. It would
benefit substantially from the graded approach of the workflow ontology, which would allow
for prioritization and focus in the early days and could be expanded in later days, and from
an ontology for workflow management systems. The latter would make it much easier to
generate the microservice wrappers in step 4 of the conceptual workflow.
Using a microservice framework is important because of the technology differences that
exist across workflow management systems. It is unreasonable to expect that all workflow
management systems could be rebuilt into a single executable binary.
There would be a number of advantages to an artificially intelligent workflow management
system that could couple to other systems. First, it would be able to do workflow campaigns
optimally and dynamically with little intervention from humans.

Resources could be

allocated based not only on hardware type and availability but also by the types of workflows
that needed to be executed and how those workflows could be subdivided. Second, it
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might also be possible to have a degree of limited workflow interchangeability as well as
interoperability since translation between compatible types of workflows would be possible
and could determined on the fly. Third, it would be possible to develop an ever-expanding
catalog (and possibly marketplace) of reusable workflows since the configuration learned by
the AI/ML engine, as well as the newly generated code, could be packaged and shared.

6.1.3

Provenance Opportunities

There are numerous opportunities related to managing workflow provenance, particularly
with respect to using blockchain technology effectively. One key question that remains is
how well provenance captured in a distributed ledger can be used to quickly create new
workflows based on the original. Duplicating a transaction is a relatively straightforward
thing and, in principle, executing it might be straightforward as well.
It would be interesting to investigate how a new transaction can point to the original
transaction from which it was copied. Would it be as simple as adding a secondary hash
in the saved state that pointed to the parent? Or would it require a blocktree that allowed
branching instead of solely a blockchain/hash list? In any case, the identity of the parent
would seem to be important provenance itself! Another important question is how deep
the provenance tree could go. Investigating the degree to which contracts could convert
provenance information to standard ledger state is an interesting topic for further research
since it would address compatibility issues between workflow and provenance models.
Addressing these and other questions as part of an extensive pilot project would
be valuable. There are many open source distributed ledger frameworks, including the
previously mentioned Hyperledger, and a number of commercial solutions that could keep
the investigation focused on the science rather than extensive software engineering. Success
in this endeavor could create an entirely new way of producing reproducible and reusable
scientific workflows.
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6.2

Final Thoughts

The most enjoyable aspects of any thesis were covered in the previous two sections: reflecting
on its implications and opining on the new things that can be done. Both of these reflect
the fact that a thesis is merely the start of a greater journey, and that end really represents
the start of a new beginning.
The start of that journey for scientific workflows is not in building more highly threaded
workflow management systems or better data formats. There are enough of those. Instead,
an understanding of the very definition of what a scientific workflow is and how and why
they change is required. Only when the nature of workflows is understood, which one can
hope will be aided in some small way by this work, can the journey truly get under way.
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Full Workflow Ontology
A

Workflow Ontology Specification
Listing 1: The complete scientific workflow ontology

@prefix : <# > .
@prefix owl : < http :// www . w3 . org /2002/07/ owl # > .
@prefix rdf : < http :// www . w3 . org /1999/02/22 - rdf - syntax - ns # > .
@prefix xml : < http :// www . w3 . org / XML /1998/ namespace > .
@prefix xsd : < http :// www . w3 . org /2001/ XMLSchema # > .
@prefix dc11 : < http :// purl . org / dc / elements /1.1/ > .
@prefix rdfs : < http :// www . w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf - schema # > .
@prefix ice - wf : < https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # > .
@prefix ice - data : < https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / data # > .
@base < http :// www . w3 . org /2002/07/ owl # > .

[ rdf : type owl : Ontology ;
dc11 : contributor " Jay Jay Billings "^^ xsd : string ;
dc11 : creator < https :// www . eclipse . org / ice > ;
dc11 : format " application / rdf + xml "^^ xsd : string ;
dc11 : language " en " ;
dc11 : title """ The Eclipse Integrated Environment Workflow
Ontology """ @en ;
owl : versionInfo "1.0"^^ xsd : string
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] .

#################################################################

#

Annotation properties

#################################################################

###

http :// purl . org / dc / elements /1.1/ contributor

dc11 : contributor rdf : type owl : AnnotationProperty .

###

http :// purl . org / dc / elements /1.1/ creator

dc11 : creator rdf : type owl : AnnotationProperty .

###

http :// purl . org / dc / elements /1.1/ format

dc11 : format rdf : type owl : AnnotationProperty .

###

http :// purl . org / dc / elements /1.1/ language

dc11 : language rdf : type owl : AnnotationProperty .

###

http :// purl . org / dc / elements /1.1/ title

dc11 : title rdf : type owl : AnnotationProperty .

#################################################################
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#

Object Properties

#################################################################

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # dependsOn

ice - wf : dependsOn rdf : type owl : ObjectProperty ;
rdfs : subPropertyOf owl : topObjectProperty ;
rdfs : domain ice - wf : Task ,
ice - wf : WorkflowDescription ;
rdfs : range ice - wf : Task ,
ice - wf : WorkflowDescription ;
rdfs : comment """ This property indicates that
the task ( domain ) depends on the successful
execution of the range , which is another
task or set of tasks .

It is possible to declare multiple instances of this object
property such that one task will depend on the successful
execution of multiple tasks .""" ;
rdfs : label " depends On " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # executes

ice - wf : executes rdf : type owl : ObjectProperty ;
rdfs : domain ice - wf : WorkflowDescription ;
rdfs : range ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : comment " This property links a workflow
description to a task that it should execute
." ;
rdfs : label " executes " .
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###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # hasAction

ice - wf : hasAction rdf : type owl : ObjectProperty ;
rdfs : subPropertyOf owl : topObjectProperty ;
rdfs : domain ice - wf : ConditionalAction ,
ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : range ice - wf : Action ;
rdfs : comment " This object property denotes
that the task ( domain ) uses the action (
range ) to which it points ." ;
rdfs : label " has Action " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # hasActionTarget

ice - wf : hasActionTarget rdf : type owl : ObjectProperty ;
rdfs : domain ice - wf : Action ;
rdfs : comment " This tag describes the
target ( program , function , web
service , etc .) that the action should
execute . Its domain is tied to
Action , but its range is open to
accommodate what ever the type of the
target is ." @en ;
rdfs : label " has Action Target " @en .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # hasActionType

ice - wf : hasActionType rdf : type owl : ObjectProperty ;
rdfs : domain ice - wf : Action ;
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rdfs : range ice - wf : ActionType ;
rdfs : comment " This property links a
concrete action type to the subject ,
which must be an action instance ." ;
rdfs : label " has Action Type " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # hasCondition

ice - wf : hasCondition rdf : type owl : ObjectProperty ;
rdfs : domain ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : range ice - wf : ConditionalAction ;
rdfs : comment " This property indicates that
the conditional task ( domain ) is subject
to the completion only if the
conditional action ( range ) executes
successfully ." ;
rdfs : label " has Condition " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # hasProperties

ice - wf : hasProperties rdf : type owl : ObjectProperty ;
rdfs : subPropertyOf owl : topObjectProperty ;
rdfs : domain ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : comment " This property indicates that
the task ( domain ) has the properties
described by the range . The range is
open because the type of the properties
may be undefined ." ;
rdfs : label " has Properties " .
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###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # onStateChange

ice - wf : onStateChange rdf : type owl : ObjectProperty ;
rdfs : domain ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : range ice - wf : StateChangeAction ;
rdfs : comment " This property links a task (
domain ) to a state change action ( range
) that it should execute when its state
changes ." ;
rdfs : label " on State Change " .

#################################################################

#

Data properties

#################################################################

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # hasHost

ice - wf : hasHost rdf : type owl : DatatypeProperty ;
rdfs : subPropertyOf owl : topDataProperty ;
rdfs : domain ice - wf : Task ,
ice - wf : WorkflowDescription ;
rdfs : range xsd : anyURI ;
rdfs : comment " This property describes the host
on which a task or workflow should be
executed ." ;
rdfs : label " has Host " .
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###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # hasState

ice - wf : hasState rdf : type owl : DatatypeProperty ;
rdfs : domain ice - wf : Task ,
ice - wf : WorkflowDescription ;
rdfs : range [ rdf : type rdfs : Datatype ;
owl : oneOf [ rdf : type rdf : List ;
rdf : first " Executing " ;
rdf : rest [ rdf : type rdf : List ;
rdf : first " Failed " ;
rdf : rest [ rdf : type rdf : List ;
rdf : first " Finished " ;
rdf : rest [ rdf : type rdf : List ;
rdf : first " Initialized " ;
rdf : rest [ rdf : type rdf : List ;
rdf : first " Ready " ;
rdf : rest [ rdf : type rdf : List ;
rdf : first " Reviewing " ;
rdf : rest [ rdf : type rdf : List ;
rdf : first " Waiting " ;
rdf : rest [ rdf : type rdf : List ;
rdf : first " WaitingForInfo " ;
rdf : rest rdf : nil
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
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] ;
rdfs : comment """ This data property describes
the present state of the task or workflow .

Initialized

This pseudostate indicates that the state machine has fully
initialized . In practice , full and successful initialization
results in an immediate local transition to Ready .

Failed

This state indicates that an unexpected failure happened while
executing the task .

Reviewing

The Reviewing state is entered when a task needs to spend a
large amount of time to review information received for pre
- , post - , or in - situ processing that is required to execute
the task . Once the review is complete , the task will
transition into the Executing state in the ideal primary
flow .

Waiting

Tasks in the waiting state are waiting on resources to be
properly allocated , including either compute or data
resources .
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WaitingForInfo

Tasks in the WaitingForInfo state are waiting on information
from an external agent .

Finished

This is the terminal state for the task and indicates that it
has been completely executed .

Executing

This state indicates that the task is presently executing the
work assigned to it .

Ready

The ready state indicates that the task can be executed and
that all initialization has completed , or that execution has
finished and the task is ready to be executed again .""" ;
rdfs : label " has State " .

#################################################################

#

Classes

#################################################################

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / data # Identifiable
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ice - data : Identifiable rdf : type owl : Class .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # Action

ice - wf : Action rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : comment " This is an action that can be
executed in a task of the workflow ." @en ;
rdfs : label " Action " @en .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # ActionType

ice - wf : ActionType rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : comment " This resource defines the type
of the action that will be executed . It
distinguishes between types of actions
such as shell functions , user input ,
waiting , etc ." ;
rdfs : label " Action Type " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # BasicActionType

ice - wf : BasicActionType rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf ice - wf : ActionType ;
rdfs : comment " The Basic Action Type is
the base class for basic actions that
are typically considered native
actions of workflow engines that
execute workflows . This includes
actions such as moving files or doing
simple reductions ." ;
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rdfs : label " Basic Action Type " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # BooleanCondition

ice - wf : BooleanCondition rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf ice - wf : Condition ;
rdfs : comment " Boolean Conditions
evaluate boolean statements , such as
\" if \" statements ." ;
rdfs : label " Boolean Condition " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # CWLTool

ice - wf : CWLTool rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf ice - wf : ShellScript ;
rdfs : comment " This node represents a Common
Workflow Language ( CWL ) Tool , which is a
description of a command line tool used in
CWL workflows ." ;
rdfs : label " Common Workflow Language Tool " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # Condition

ice - wf : Condition rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf ice - wf : ActionType ;
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rdfs : comment " Conditional Actions Types
indicate that the action described by this
type executes for the purpose of evaluating
some logical condition , such as a boolean
statement , a loop , a cycle , or waiting (
polling , checking ) for feedback from an
external agent ." ;
rdfs : label " Condition " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # ConditionalAction

ice - wf : ConditionalAction rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf ice - wf : Action ;
rdfs : comment """ Conditional Actions
are actions that execute
conditionally for either
conditional tasks ( i . e . - as part
of the workflow ) or as alternative
execution flows when the task
enters a different state .

Conditional actions assigned to tasks indicate that the primary
action of the task should be executed according to the
conditional action type until the condition action evaluates
to true .""" ;
rdfs : label " Conditional Action " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # Cycle

ice - wf : Cycle rdf : type owl : Class ;
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rdfs : subClassOf ice - wf : Condition ;
rdfs : comment " A Cycle describes an action that
exits when a condition describing the end of a
cycle has been met . Where a loop action type
describes execution over a range , a cyclic
action type checks for the completion of a task
cycle ." ;
rdfs : label " Cycle " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # Executable

ice - wf : Executable rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf ice - wf : ActionType ;
rdfs : comment " The Executable Action Type is
the base class for actions that require
executing generic programs on the system ."
;
rdfs : label " Generic Executable " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # ExternalAgent

ice - wf : ExternalAgent rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf ice - wf : Condition ;
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rdfs : comment " The External Agent Condition
describes an action that waits
conditionally on feedback from an
external agent , including a human or an
external service . Tasks can block
themselves to wait on feedback , but in
some cases an explicit task may exist
for a user can that can be described
and explicitly executed in the workflow
." ;
rdfs : label " External Agent Condition " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # FortranFunction

ice - wf : FortranFunction rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf ice - wf :
LanguageInvocation ;
rdfs : comment " The Fortran Function
Action Type is the base class for
actions that require executing a
function in the Fortran programming
language ." ;
rdfs : label " Fortran Function " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # JavaClass

ice - wf : JavaClass rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf ice - wf : LanguageInvocation ;
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rdfs : comment " The Java Class Action Type is
the base class for actions that require
executing a class in the Java programming
language . Action Targets for this type
should point to a single method in the
class that will create all necessary state
and configure the system before executing .
Thus , to execute a class Car , it may make
sense to call a builder class such as \"
CarBuilder . runCar \" instead ." ;
rdfs : label " Java Class " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # LanguageInvocation

ice - wf : LanguageInvocation rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf ice - wf : ActionType ;
rdfs : comment " This action type
represents actions to invocation
language - specific calls or
executions as part of the workflow
. This could include , for example ,
executing a method on a native
Java class , or a Fortran function
or subroutine , or an R function ."
;
rdfs : label " Language Invocation " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # Loop

ice - wf : Loop rdf : type owl : Class ;
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rdfs : subClassOf ice - wf : Condition ;
rdfs : comment " The Loop describes an action that
exits when a condition describing the end of a
loop has been met . The loop executes over a
range , and differs from a cyclic action type
because the latter checks for the completion of
a task cycle ." ;
rdfs : label " Loop " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # ParallelLoop

ice - wf : ParallelLoop rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf ice - wf : Loop ;
rdfs : comment " A Parallel Loop Condition
indicates that the loop may be executed
in parallel ( i . e . - that the iterations
of the loop are independent ) ." ;
rdfs : label " Parallel Loop " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # PythonScript

ice - wf : PythonScript rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf ice - wf : LanguageInvocation ;
rdfs : comment " The Python Script Action Type
is the base class for actions that
require executing a script in the Python
programming language ." ;
rdfs : label " Python Script " .
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###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # RESTfulService

ice - wf : RESTfulService rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf ice - wf : WebService ;
rdfs : comment " This action types describes
Representational State Transfer (
RESTful ) web services ." ;
rdfs : label " RESTful Web Service " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # SOAPService

ice - wf : SOAPService rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf ice - wf : WebService ;
rdfs : comment " This action types describes
Simple Object Access Protocol ( SOAP ) web
services ." ;
rdfs : label " SOAP Web Service " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # ShellScript

ice - wf : ShellScript rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf ice - wf : ActionType ;
rdfs : comment " The Shell Script action type
is for actions that require executing
shell scripts on systems that support
shells ." ;
rdfs : label " Shell Script " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # StateChangeAction

ice - wf : StateChangeAction rdf : type owl : Class ;
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rdfs : subClassOf ice - wf :
ConditionalAction ;
rdfs : comment " A State Change is
executed under the condition that a
task experiences a state change ."
;
rdfs : label " State Change " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # Task

ice - wf : Task rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : comment """ Tasks are executed by workflows .
They are modeled as the combination of an action
and properties defining the way that action
should be executed .

Tasks may also be assigned conditional actions that evaluate
when a certain condition has been met based on the execution
of the primary action with its properties .""" ;
rdfs : label " Task " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # WSDLService

ice - wf : WSDLService rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf ice - wf : WebService ;
rdfs : comment " This action types describes
Web Service Description Language ( WSDL )
web services ." ;
rdfs : label " WSDL Web Service " .
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###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # WebService

ice - wf : WebService rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf ice - wf : ActionType ;
rdfs : comment " The Web Service Action Type is
the base class for actions that require
executing remote web services ." ;
rdfs : label " Web Service " .

###

https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # WorkflowDescription

ice - wf : WorkflowDescription rdf : type owl : Class ;
rdfs : subClassOf ice - data :
Identifiable ;
rdfs : comment " This class provides a
description of the data and tasks
that make up a workflow . It
describes a collections of tasks
that are executed to accomplish
an activity with certain goals
according to various properties
and possibly using some data ." @en
;
rdfs : label " Workflow Description " @en
.

#################################################################

#

General axioms
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#################################################################

[ rdf : type owl : AllDisjointClasses ;
owl : members ( ice - wf : BasicActionType
ice - wf : Condition
ice - wf : Executable
ice - wf : LanguageInvocation
ice - wf : ShellScript
ice - wf : WebService
)
] .

[ rdf : type owl : AllDisjointClasses ;
owl : members ( ice - wf : BasicActionType
ice - wf : Executable
ice - wf : LanguageInvocation
ice - wf : ShellScript
ice - wf : WebService
)
] .

[ rdf : type owl : AllDisjointClasses ;
owl : members ( ice - wf : BooleanCondition
ice - wf : Cycle
ice - wf : ExternalAgent
ice - wf : Loop
)
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] .

[ rdf : type owl : AllDisjointClasses ;
owl : members ( ice - wf : FortranFunction
ice - wf : JavaClass
ice - wf : PythonScript
)
] .

[ rdf : type owl : AllDisjointClasses ;
owl : members ( ice - wf : RESTfulService
ice - wf : SOAPService
ice - wf : WSDLService
)
] .

###

Generated by the OWL API ( version 4.5.9.2019 -02 -01 T07

:24:44 Z ) https :// github . com / owlcs / owlapi
Listing 1: The complete scientific workflow ontology
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Workflow Examples
The full details of workflows captured in the workflow ontology are listed here. These
examples were discussed in detail in §4.3.

B

Move workflow
Listing 2: The basic move workflow in TURTL.

@prefix : <# > .
@prefix ice - wf : < https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # > .
@prefix ice - data : < https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / data # > .
@prefix rdfs : < http :// www . w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf - schema # > .
@prefix xsd : < http :// www . w3 . org /2001/ XMLSchema # > .
@prefix owl : < http :// www . w3 . org /2002/07/ owl # > .
@prefix rdf : < http :// www . w3 . org /1999/02/22 - rdf - syntax - ns # > .
@base < http :// www . example . org > .

# Set the move action type and target method
: moveActionType a ice - wf : JavaClass ;
rdfs : label " Move File Action ";
ice - wf : targetMethod " org . eclipse . ice . actions . targets .
MoveActionTarget . move "^^ xsd : string .

# Create the action
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: moveAction a ice - wf : Action ;
ice - wf : ActionType : moveActionType .

# File location property
: location a owl : ObjectProperty ;
rdfs : label " File Location " ;
rdfs : comment " The location of a file on the file system
" ;
rdfs : subPropertyOf owl : topObjectProperty ;
rdfs : range xsd : string .

: inputLocation a : location .
: outputLocation a : location .

# Create the action properties
: moveActionProperties a owl : Class ;
rdfs : comment " Collection of properties for moving a
file ." ;
rdfs : label " Move Action Properties " ;
: inputLocation " test - in . txt "^^ xsd : string ;
: outputLocation " test - out . txt "^^ xsd : string .

# Wire up the task
: moveTask a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " Test Task ";
rdfs : comment " Test Task that will move a file ";
ice - wf : hasAction : moveAction ;
ice - wf : hasProperties : moveActionProperties .

# Wire up the workflow
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: moveWFD a ice - wf : WorkflowDescription ;
ice - wf : executes : moveTask .
Listing 2: The basic move workflow in TURTL.

C

Pegasus split workflow
Listing 3: The Pegasus split workflow in TURTL.

@prefix : <# > .
@prefix ice - wf : < https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # > .
@prefix ice - data : < https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / data # > .
@prefix rdfs : < http :// www . w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf - schema # > .
@prefix xsd : < http :// www . w3 . org /2001/ XMLSchema # > .
@prefix owl : < http :// www . w3 . org /2002/07/ owl # > .
@prefix rdf : < http :// www . w3 . org /1999/02/22 - rdf - syntax - ns # > .
@base < http :// www . example . org > .

#####
# New properties
#####

# Create a basic command line argument object property
: commandLineArg a owl : ObjectProperty ;
rdfs : range xsd : string .

# File location property
: location a owl : ObjectProperty ;
rdfs : label " File Location " ;
rdfs : comment " The location of a file on the file system
" ;
rdfs : subPropertyOf owl : topObjectProperty ;
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rdfs : range xsd : string .

#####
# Curl task
#####

# Retrieve the pegasus . html file using curl . First , create a
curl action .
: curlAction a ice - wf : Action ;
rdfs : label " Curl pull " ;
rdfs : comment " This action pulls a file with Curl .";
ice - wf : ActionType : curlActionType .

# Create the curl action type that calls the curl program in
BASH .
: curlActionType a ice - wf : ShellScript ;
rdfs : label " Curl pull Action ";
ice - wf : targetMethod " curl "^^ xsd : string .

# Pegasus homepage file name
: pegasusHTMLFile a : location ;
rdf : value " pegasus . html "^^ xsd : string .

# Create properties for executing curl
: curlActionProperties a owl : Class ;
: commandLineArg " - o "^^ xsd : string ;
: commandLineArg : pegasusHTMLFile ;
: commandLineArg " http :// pegasus . isi . edu "^^ xsd : string .

# Wire up the curl task
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: curlTask a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " Curl Task ";
rdfs : comment " This task will call the curl utility ";
ice - wf : hasAction : curlAction ;
ice - wf : hasProperties : curlActionProperties .

#####
# Split task
#####

# New files created using split
: partAFile a : location ;
rdf : value " part . a "^^ xsd : string .
: partBFile a : location ;
rdf : value " part . b "^^ xsd : string .
: partCFile a : location ;
rdf : value " part . c "^^ xsd : string .
: partDFile a : location ;
rdf : value " part . d "^^ xsd : string .

# Create a split action .
: splitAction a ice - wf : Action ;
rdfs : label " Split " ;
rdfs : comment " This action splits a file .";
ice - wf : ActionType : splitActionType .

# Create the split action type that calls the split program in
Bash .
: splitActionType a ice - wf : ShellScript ;
rdfs : label " Split action type ";
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ice - wf : targetMethod " split "^^ xsd : string .

# Create properties for executing split
: splitActionProperties a owl : Class ;
: commandLineArg " - l 100 -a 1"^^ xsd : string ;
: commandLineArg : pegasusHTMLFile ;
: commandLineArg " part ."^^ xsd : string .

# Wire up the split task
: splitTask a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " Split Task ";
rdfs : comment " This task will call the split utility to
split files ";
ice - wf : hasAction : splitAction ;
ice - wf : hasProperties : splitActionProperties ;
ice - wf : dependsOn : curlTask .

#####
# wc
#####

# Output locations for wc tasks
: countAFile a : location ;
rdf : value " count . a "^^ xsd : string .
: countBFile a : location ;
rdf : value " count . b "^^ xsd : string .
: countCFile a : location ;
rdf : value " count . c "^^ xsd : string .
: countDFile a : location ;
rdf : value " count . d "^^ xsd : string .
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# Create a wc action .
: wcAction a ice - wf : Action ;
rdfs : label " wc ";
rdfs : comment " This action counts words / lines with wc .";
ice - wf : ActionType : wcActionType .

# Create the wc action type that calls the wc program in Bash .
: wcActionType a ice - wf : ShellScript ;
rdfs : label " wc action type ";
ice - wf : targetMethod " wc "^^ xsd : string .

# Create properties for executing wc on part . a
: partAWCActionProperties a owl : Class ;
: commandLineArg " - l "^^ xsd : string ;
: commandLineArg : partAFile ;
: commandLineArg " >"^^ xsd : string ;
: commandLineArg : countAFile .

# Create properties for executing wc on part . b
: partBWCActionProperties a owl : Class ;
: commandLineArg " - l "^^ xsd : string ;
: commandLineArg : partBFile ;
: commandLineArg " >"^^ xsd : string ;
: commandLineArg : countBFile .

# Create properties for executing wc on part . c
: partCWCActionProperties a owl : Class ;
: commandLineArg " - l "^^ xsd : string ;
: commandLineArg : partCcFile ;
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: commandLineArg " >"^^ xsd : string ;
: commandLineArg : countCFile .

# Create properties for executing wc on part . d
: partDWCActionProperties a owl : Class ;
: commandLineArg " - l "^^ xsd : string ;
: commandLineArg : partDFile ;
: commandLineArg " >"^^ xsd : string ;
: commandLineArg : countDFile .

# Wire up the wc tasks for all four files
: wcTaskA a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " wc Task A ";
rdfs : comment " This task will call wc -l on part . a ";
ice - wf : hasAction : wcAction ;
ice - wf : hasProperties : partAWCActionProperties ;
ice - wf : dependsOn : splitTask .

: wcTaskB a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " wc Task B ";
rdfs : comment " This task will call wc -l on part . b ";
ice - wf : hasAction : wcAction ;
ice - wf : hasProperties : partBWCActionProperties ;
ice - wf : dependsOn : splitTask .

: wcTaskC a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " wc Task C ";
rdfs : comment " This task will call wc -l on part . c ";
ice - wf : hasAction : wcAction ;
ice - wf : hasProperties : partCWCActionProperties ;
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ice - wf : dependsOn : splitTask .

: wcTaskD a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " wc Task D ";
rdfs : comment " This task will call wc -l on part . d ";
ice - wf : hasAction : wcAction ;
ice - wf : hasProperties : partDWCActionProperties ;
ice - wf : dependsOn : splitTask .

# Wire up the workflow
: splitWFD a ice - wf : WorkflowDescription ;
ice - wf : executes : curlTask ;
ice - wf : executes : splitTask ;
ice - wf : executes : wcTaskA ;
ice - wf : executes : wcTaskB ;
ice - wf : executes : wcTaskC ;
ice - wf : executes : wcTaskD .
Listing 3: The Pegasus split workflow in TURTL.
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ICE II/III workflow
Listing 4: The ICE II/III workflow in TURTL.

@prefix : <# > .
@prefix ice - wf : < https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # > .
@prefix ice - data : < https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / data # > .
@prefix rdfs : < http :// www . w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf - schema # > .
@prefix xsd : < http :// www . w3 . org /2001/ XMLSchema # > .
@prefix owl : < http :// www . w3 . org /2002/07/ owl # > .
@prefix rdf : < http :// www . w3 . org /1999/02/22 - rdf - syntax - ns # > .
@base < http :// www . example . org > .
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#####
# The form and item are the workflow description
#####
: iceItem a ice - wf : Description ;
ice - wf : executes : setupFormTask .

#####
# Describe normal item tasks , including state changes : setup
form , update form , etc
#####

# setupForm () Task
: setupFormTask a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " Setup Form Task ";
rdfs : comment " Task for setting up the ICE Form .";
ice - wf : hasAction : setupFormAction ;
ice - wf : onStateChange : stateChangeAction ;
ice - wf : hasProperties : workflowProperties .

# loadInput ()
: loadInputTask a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " Input Load Task ";
rdfs : comment " Task for loading input from file .";
ice - wf : hasAction : loadInputAction ;
ice - wf : hasProperties : workflowProperties ;
ice - wf : onStateChange : stateChangeAction ;
ice - wf : dependsOn : setupFormTask .

# submitForm ()
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: submitFormTask a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " Form Submission Task ";
rdfs : comment " This task accepts submission of the form
.";
ice - wf : hasAction : submitFormAction ;
ice - wf : onStateChange : stateChangeAction ;
ice - wf : hasCondition : waitOnUserFeedbackAction ;
ice - wf : hasProperties : workflowProperties .

# reviewEntries ()
: reviewEntriesTask a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " Review Task ";
rdfs : comment " This task reviews the entries for
dependencies , etc .";
ice - wf : hasAction : reviewEntriesAction ;
ice - wf : hasProperties : workflowProperties ;
ice - wf : onStateChange : stateChangeAction ;
ice - wf : dependsOn : submitFormTask .

# process ()
: processTask a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " Workflow Process Task ";
rdfs : comment " This task processes the form and workflow
.";
ice - wf : hasAction : processAction ;
ice - wf : onStateChange : stateChangeAction ;
ice - wf : dependsOn : reviewEntriesTask ;
ice - wf : hasProperties : workflowProperties .

# throwErrorMessage () ---- Should this just be an action ?
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#: throwErrorTask a ice - wf : Task ;
#

rdfs : label " Error Task ";

#

rdfs : comment " This task throws an exception when an
error occurs ";

#

ice - wf : hasAction : moveAction ;

#

ice - wf : hasProperties : moveActionProperties .

#####
# State change action & action type
#####
: stateChangeActionType a ice - wf : JavaClass ;
rdfs : label " State Change Processor ";
ice - wf : targetMethod " org . eclipse . ice . actions . targets .
StateChangeProcessor . stateChanged "^^ xsd : string .

: stateChangeAction a ice - wf : Action ;
rdfs : label " State Change ";
rdfs : comment " This action processes state changes for
the task .";
ice - wf : ActionType : stateChangeActionType .

#####
# Basic actions & properties
#####

# Root properties
: workflowProperties a ice - data : Composite .

# Action types mapped to Java functions
: setupFormActionType a ice - wf : JavaClass ;
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rdfs : label " Setup Form Action ";
ice - wf : targetMethod " org . eclipse . ice . actions . targets .
SetupFormActionTarget . setup "^^ xsd : string .

: loadInputActionType a ice - wf : JavaClass ;
rdfs : label " Load Input Action ";
ice - wf : targetMethod " org . eclipse . ice . actions . targets .
LoadInputActionTarget . load "^^ xsd : string .

: submitFormActionType a ice - wf : JavaClass ;
rdfs : label " Submit Form Action ";
ice - wf : targetMethod " org . eclipse . ice . actions . targets .
SubmitFormActionTarget . submit "^^ xsd : string .

: reviewEntriesActionType a ice - wf : JavaClass ;
rdfs : label " Review Entries Action ";
ice - wf : targetMethod " org . eclipse . ice . actions . targets .
ReviewEntriesActionTarget . review "^^ xsd : string .

: processActionType a ice - wf : JavaClass ;
rdfs : label " Process Action ";
ice - wf : targetMethod " org . eclipse . ice . actions . targets .
ProcessActionTarget . process "^^ xsd : string .

# Create actions mapped to the action types and tasks
: setupFormAction a ice - wf : Action ;
rdfs : label " Setup Form ";
rdfs : comment " This action setups up the form in the
task .";
ice - wf : ActionType : setupFormActionType .
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: loadInputAction a ice - wf : Action ;
rdfs : label " Load Input ";
rdfs : comment " This action loads relevant input .";
ice - wf : ActionType : loadInputActionType .

: waitOnUserFeedbackAction a ice - wf : ConditionalAction ;
rdfs : label " Human Input Condition ";
rdfs : comment " This action waits on human input and the
validation tools before allowing the workflow to
continue .";
ice - wf : ActionType : userWaitCondition .

: submitFormAction a ice - wf : Action ;
rdfs : label " Submit Form ";
rdfs : comment " This action submits the form to the task
for processing .";
ice - wf : ActionType : submitFormActionType .

: reviewEntriesAction a ice - wf : Action ;
rdfs : label " Review Entries ";
rdfs : comment " This action reviews the data in the form
before processing .";
ice - wf : ActionType : submitFormActionType .

: processAction a ice - wf : Action ;
rdfs : label " Process ";
rdfs : comment " This action processes ( executes ) the task
.";
ice - wf : ActionType : processActionType .
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# Wait condition
: userWaitCondition a ice - wf : ExternalAgent ;
rdfs : label " Wait on User ";
rdfs : comment " This conditions waits on external user
feedback ".
Listing 4: The ICE II/III workflow in TURTL.

E

Neutron scattering workflow
Listing 5: The neutron scattering workflow in TURTL.

@prefix : <# > .
@prefix ice - wf : < https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # > .
@prefix ice - data : < https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / data # > .
@prefix rdfs : < http :// www . w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf - schema # > .
@prefix xsd : < http :// www . w3 . org /2001/ XMLSchema # > .
@prefix owl : < http :// www . w3 . org /2002/07/ owl # > .
@prefix rdf : < http :// www . w3 . org /1999/02/22 - rdf - syntax - ns # > .
@base < http :// www . example . org > .

#####
# Workflow description root node
#####
: neutronWorkflow a ice - wf : Description ;
ice - wf : executes : designOfExperimentTask .

#####
# Describe normal item tasks , including state changes : setup
form , update form , etc
#####
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# Design of experiment
: designOfExperimentTask a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " Design of Experiment ";
rdfs : comment " Task for designing experiments .";
ice - wf : dependsOn : hpcModelingTask .

# Experiment
: experimentTask a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " User Experiment ";
rdfs : comment " Task for conducting neutron scattering
experiment .";
ice - wf : dependsOn : hpcModelingTask ;
ice - wf : dependsOn : vizTask ;
ice - wf : dependsOn : designOfExperimentTask .

# Data Acquisition
: dataAcquisitionTask a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " Data Acquisition ";
rdfs : comment " This task acquires data .";
ice - wf : dependsOn : experimentTask .

# Data Reduction
: dataReductionTask a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " Data Reduction ";
rdfs : comment " This task reduces data from instrument to
physical units .";
ice - wf : dependsOn : hpcModelingTask ;
ice - wf : dependsOn : dataAcquisitionTask .
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# Data Analysis
: dataAnalysisTask a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " Data Analysis ";
rdfs : comment " This task analyzes data .";
ice - wf : dependsOn : dataReductionTask ;
ice - wf : dependsOn : hpcModelingTask .

# Data Curation
: dataCurationTask a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " Data Curation ";
rdfs : comment " This task curates and archives data .";
ice - wf : dependsOn : dataAcquisitionTask ;
ice - wf : dependsOn : dataReductionTask ;
ice - wf : dependsOn : dataAnalysisTask .

# HPC Modeling
: hpcModelingTask a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " HPC Modeling ";
rdfs : comment " This task performs HPC modeling and
simulation .";
ice - wf : dependsOn : dataAcquisitionTask ;
ice - wf : dependsOn : dataReductionTask ;
ice - wf : dependsOn : dataAnalysisTask ;
ice - wf : dependsOn : dataCurationTask .

# Visualization
: vizTask a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " Visualization ";
rdfs : comment " This task performs visualization .";
ice - wf : dependsOn : dataAcquisitionTask ;
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ice - wf : dependsOn : dataReductionTask ;
ice - wf : dependsOn : dataAnalysisTask ;
ice - wf : dependsOn : hpcModelingTask .
Listing 5: The neutron scattering workflow in TURTL.
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Combining Cycles and Loops
Listing 6: The simple workflow combining loops and cycles.

@prefix : <# > .
@prefix ice - wf : < https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / workflows # > .
@prefix ice - data : < https :// www . eclipse . org / ice / data # > .
@prefix rdfs : < http :// www . w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf - schema # > .
@prefix xsd : < http :// www . w3 . org /2001/ XMLSchema # > .
@prefix owl : < http :// www . w3 . org /2002/07/ owl # > .
@prefix rdf : < http :// www . w3 . org /1999/02/22 - rdf - syntax - ns # > .
@base < http :// www . example . org > .

# Create a basic key - value pair where the name is the key and
range is the value .
: keyValue a owl : ObjectProperty ;
rdfs : range xsd : string .

#####
# Cycle task configuration
#####

# File counter that returns true if the number of files is
above 50.
: fileCounter a ice - wf : JavaClass ;
rdfs : label " fileCounter ";
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rdfs : comment " A simple file counter in that returns
true if the number of files is greater than 50.";
ice - wf : targetMethod " org . example . test . FileCounter "^^ xsd
: string .

# Total limit cycle condition
: totalLimitCycleCondition a ice - wf : Cycle ;
rdfs : label " Total limiter ";
rdfs : comment " It counts the number of files and stops
at 50.";
ice - wf : targetMethod : fileCounter .

# Touch action type to launch the touch shell script .
: touchActionType a ice - wf : ShellScript ;
rdfs : label " touch script ";
rdfs : comment " It creates a new file named after the
date .";
ice - wf : targetMethod " touch ‘ date ’+% Y_ % m_ % d__ % H_ % M_ %S
’ ‘"^^ xsd : string .

# Conditional action that keeps the cycle going or kills it
: cycleAction a ice - wf : ConditionalAction ;
rdfs : label " Total Limiter Condition ";
rdfs : comment " This action executes a script that
ensures the number of files has crossed a threshold
.";
ice - wf : ActionType : totalLimitCycleCondition .

# Action for touching a file to create it
: touchAction a ice - wf : Action ;
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rdfs : label " Touch action ";
rdfs : comment " This action touches a file to create it
.";
ice - wf : ActionType : touchActionType .

# Cycle condition task
: cycleTask a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " Cycling task ";
rdfs : comment " This task cycles until the cycle
condition is met .";
ice - wf : hasCondition : cycleAction ;
ice - wf : hasAction : touchAction .

#####
# Loop task configuration
#####

# Loop action type limited to 50 iterations
: loopActionType a ice - wf : Loop ;
rdfs : label "50 - iteration loop ";
rdfs : comment " This loop executes for fifty iterations
.";
ice - wf : lowerBound 0;
ice - wf : upperBound 49;
ice - wf : stepSize 1.

# Loop action
: loopAction a ice - wf : ConditionalAction ;
rdfs : label " Loop condition ";
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rdfs : comment " This condition loops under the specified
configuration .";
ice - wf : ActionType : loopActionType .

# Remove command line argument values
: propValue rdf : value " $ { propValue }".

# Remove action type
: rmActionType a ice - wf : ShellScript ;
rdfs : label " rm script ";
rdfs : comment " This action will remove a file with the
rm script .";
ice - wf : targetMethod " rm ‘ ls | sort -n | head -1 ‘"^^ xsd :
string .

# Remove action
: rmAction a ice - wf : Action ;
rdfs : label " rm action " ;
rdfs : comment " The file removal action ";
ice - wf : ActionType : rmActionType .

# Loop task
: loopTask a ice - wf : Task ;
rdfs : label " Loop task ";
rdfs : comment " This task executes its action 50 times .";
ice - wf : hasCondition : loopAction ;
ice - wf : hasAction : rmAction ;
ice - wf : dependsOn : cycleTask ;
ice - wf : hasProperties : propValue .
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# Wire up the workflow
: cycle - loop - test a ice - wf : WorkflowDescription ;
ice - wf : executes : cycleTask ;
ice - wf : executes : loopTask .
Listing 6: The simple workflow combining loops and cycles.
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